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Welcome to the 2015 YouthfulCities Summit Report! In 2015,
YouthfulCities hosted its first annual Global Summit in Toronto.
Youth delegates from cities all over the world came together for
a week of site-visits, brainstorming, and hackathons addressing
the challenges they face in their cities and the initiatives that
can be taken to better them. The Summit was a huge success,
and our delegates shared astute criticism, incredible optimism,
and smart, realistic steps to make all of their cities better places
for everyone. This insight, paired with our annual Index, has
allowed us to keep working toward our goal -- building the
world's most comprehensive and detailed analysis of cities
from a youth perspective to inspire prosperity for all.
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LETTER FROM THE GLOBAL DIRECTOR

Greetings!

SONJA MIOKOVIC

Global Director, YouthfulCities

Welcome to YouthfulCities. We are a global social enterprise that illuminates and

In 2015, we hosted our inaugural YouthfulCities Global Summit in Toronto,

decodes the power of urban youth. We’re a two-year old social startup with big

bringing together over 100 young changemakers from around the world to put to

ambitions to lead cities around the world towards youthfulness. Our goal is to be

data to work. This report is an amalgamation of data, research, and perspectives

the catalyst for boosting prosperity and happiness for all citizens of the world’s

from the YouthfulCities Survey, Index, Global Summit Delegates, and Hackathons.

100 biggest cities by 2025. It may be bold, but we’re ready for the challenge.

It includes a total of 101 indicators organized across YouthfulCities’ 20 Urban

Civic leaders, policy makers, and municipal strategists in cities around the world

Attribute categories, grouped into three themes: Live, Work, and Play.

are beginning to recognize youth as their city’s greatest asset. Youth are now

As you flip through the report, you will see that each Urban Attribute is

widely recognized to be the world’s largest untapped resource — and the secret

approached from a few different perspectives: first we have the city rankings, and

sauce to driving a city’s competitive edge, stimulating development, and finding

the observations made based on these rankings; then, we have the input from

new solutions to pressing urban problems.

our Global Summit delegates and the results of the Hackathons which explore the

They are also at the centre of urbanization, setting the agenda for our collective

Challenges, Visions, and Innovations.

urban future. It is critical to understand what youth want from cities. Over the

We invite you to explore what youth want from cities, how they envision the future

last two years, we have been working with thousands of youth in the world’s

of urban life, and how we can drive that vision forward.

largest cities to uncover the best places to live, work and play. The rich and
comprehensive reservoir of youth-centric knowledge we have gathered is
empowering and engaging civic leaders to build better, connected, dynamic,
open, fun, curious, and inventive cities.

Remember, every single city in the Index is youthful, regardless of its position. Of
a total of 1,600 points, the lowest cities on the list accumulated roughly 40%,
while the top cities on the list accumulated roughly 60%. This means that every
city has something to celebrate – something that stands out as incredibly youthful,

Central to our programming is the YouthfulCities Index, an unparalleled global

inspiring, dynamic, and inventive. It also means that every city also has room

ranking system that measures all aspects of urban living from employment, public

for improvement - opportunities to connect with youth to develop innovative and

space, transit, and education to diversity of food, nightlife, and entrepreneurship.

sustainable solutions for building better, more youthful cities.

The YouthfulCities Index is a culmination of input from 10,000+ youth who live in

Sincerely,

55 mega cities across 6 global regions. The Index comprises and tracks
over 101 unique indicators and 5000+ points of data, creating
unreplicated and unparalleled base of knowledge about youth

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
We would like to extend an enormous thank you to our
many partners and collaborators.
Countless champions of all ages have contributed to

in cities. The Index reveals how people between the ages
of 15-29 view their world, what is critical to them in
their cities, and illuminates the “social currency” that
determines the commerce and communication that
engages them.

our immense success. These are our data collectors,
academics and passionate city builders and volunteers
from across all sectors.
A special thanks to the energy and enthusiasm that our
network has contributed.
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YOUTHFULCITIES
GLOBAL SUMMIT
This year, YouthfulCities hosted our first annual Global Summit
in Toronto. Youth delegates from cities all over the world came
together for five days of hackathons and brainstorming, and
together came up with an incredible depth of insight and ideas,
and build a network of like-minded people from far and wide.
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On April 26 to April 30 we hosted the
first-ever YouthfulCities Summit in Toronto.
We were thrilled to welcome over 100 youth
leaders, innovators, and change-makers
from all five regions of the world to collaborate
and co-create in a 5-day interactive showcase.

Are you interested in hosting a future
YouthfulCities Summit in your city?
Please email us at
info@youthfulcities.com.
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THE CITIES IN OUR INDEX
We've more than doubled our presence –
we're now in 55 cities around the world.

MOSCOW
AMSTERDAM

LONDON
MONTREAL

VANCOUVER

BERLIN

TORONTO

We selected the 55 cities in the Index
based on three main considerations:

PARIS
ROME

CHICAGO

DETROIT

SAN FRANCISCO

WARSAW
ISTANBUL

BOSTON
NEW YORK CITY

TOKYO
BEIRUT

MADRID

WASHINGTON
LOS ANGELES

1. Population: What are the most populated cities

CASABLANCA

DALLAS

TEL AVIV
CAIRO

in each of the 6 regions of the world?

SEOUL
TEHRAN

MEXICO CITY

SHANGHAI
DUBAI

KARACHI

DELHI

MIAMI
HONG KONG

 eographical representation within a region:
2. G

BANGKOK

MUMBAI

CARACAS

MANILA

LAGOS

BOGOTA

Are we ensuring that cities are selected from

OSAKA

SINGAPORE
ACCRA

different geographical areas within a region?
(For example: In the USA, are we representing

NAIROBI
JAKARTA

QUITO

cities that span west coast to east coast?)

DAR ES SALAAM
LIMA

RIO DE JANEIRO

3. Local engagement: Do we have the local support

JOHANNESBURG
SAO PAULO

of Urban Decoders, youth, and municipalities
to ensure we can collect reliable and accurate

BUENOS AIRES

DURBAN

SYDNEY

information across all of our Attributes and
SANTIAGO

indicators?
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M E E T O U R S U M M I T D E L E G AT E S

AARON KANZER
BOSTON
CIVIC PARTICIPATION
@AARON_KANZER

ALEX LIM
SEOUL
EDUCATION/
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
@ALEXJONGKYULIM

LEEN ROMANEH
DUBAI
DIVERSITY

GUNVOR BOTTEIM
OSLO
ENTREPRENEURSHIP

NADEZHDA ZHEREBINA
MOSCOW
INTERNAL
TRANSPORTATION

NATHALIE WEIRDAK
CARACAS
EDUCATION

REBECCA TREVALYA
LONDON
CIVIC PARTICIPATION

ROCÍO PINA ISLA
MADRID
PUBLIC SPACE

AUDREY JARRE
PARIS
DIGITAL ACCESS
@AUDREYJARRE

AVIGAIL VANTU
TEL AVIV
CIVIC PARTICIPATION

HARRY LUSK
SYDNEY
EDUCATION
@HARRYLUSKNZ

MARINO BOTTINI
ROME
ENVIRONMENT
@MARINO_BOTTINI

NILOFER KHAN
HABIBULLAH
BANGKOK
HEALTH

OSCAR NILSSON
SAN FRANCISCO
DIGITAL INCLUSION
@OSCARWASTAKEN

YAQIAN (ZELDA)
HONG KONG
CIVIC PARTICIPATION

WERONIKA
MLICZEWSKA
WARSAW
FILM

BASANT MOTAWI
CAIRO
HEALTH AND SAFETY
@BASANTMOTAWI

BHUPENDRA JEWTHRA
NAIROBI
FASHION AND ART
@ARTOFWISETWO

IGNACIO CARTES
SANTIAGO
CIVIC PARTICIPATION
@IGNCARTES

IVAN LOWENBERG
MEXICO CITY
MUSIC AND FILM
@AIVANLOW

OYINDAMOLA
JOHNSON
DURBAN
YOUTH MEDIA & MUSIC
@DAMOLAJOHNSON

PAUL FRISCH
BERLIN
YOUTH MEDIA
@FRIDOLINFRISCH

CAROLINA POZO
QUITO
PUBLIC SPACE

LUIZ CARLOS
RIO DE JANEIRO
CIVIC PARTICIPATION

CARL MAMAWAL
MANILA
ENTERPRENEURSHIP/
INTERNATL
TRANSPORTATION
@CARLMAMAWAL

ELFREDA TETTEH
ACCRA
FASHION AND ART
@ELFREDATETTEH

JAKUB HLAVKA
LOS ANGELES
DIGITAL INCLUSION
@JAKUBHLAVKA

JESSE DANGER
NEW YORK CITY
SPORTS
@MOVECREATIVENYC

ER-TI CHEN
BEIJING
ART

ERJEN PRINS
AMSTERDAM
CIVIC PARTICIPATION
@ERJENPRINS

JOACHIM MANGILIM
DAR ES SALAAM
DIGITAL INCLUSION
@JOACHIMM3

DIGITAL DELEGATES

JONATHAN GLENCROSS
MONTREAL
EDUCATION

ARAVIND UNNI
MUMBAI

MANA KAKUTA
TOKYO
HEALTH & SAFETY
@MANA_KAKUTA

JULIAN MARWITZ
LONDON/MUNICH
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
@ARINEOS1

MARIA VICTORIA ERIBE
BUENOS AIRES
INTERNAL
TRANSPORTATION
@VICKYERIBE

SANTIAGO ALBAN
QUITO
CIVIC PARTICIPATION
@SANTIAGO_ALBAN

TYOVAN ARI
JAKARTA
DIGITAL INCLUSION
@TYOVAN

ROWINA APPELMAN
AMSTERDAM
DIVERSITY
CIVIC PARTICIPATION

STEPHEN MCRAE
ATLANTA
FINANCIAL ACCESS
@SMM_MCRAE

VERENA ROELL
BERLIN
FOOD & NIGHTLIFE
@NOTESFROMNK
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CINDY GARCIA
BOGOTA

JENNIFER OBADO JOEL
LAGOS

DIEGO PADILLA
LIMA

KENNETH ANDEJESKI
DETROIT
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
@ANDAJETSKI23

NARGES KHORAMSHAHI
TEHRAN

REBECCA TREVALYAN
LONDON
CIVIC PARTICIPATION
@RTREVALYAN

TORONTO DELEGATES

SEDA YILDIZ
ISTANBUL

LATOYA BOETELAIZ
JOHANNESBURG

SOFIA NAUREEN
KARACHI

VAIBHAV SINGH
DELHI
DIVERSITY

VERONIKA BYLICKI
VANCOUVER
ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY
@VERONIKABYL

GRACE ARAJ
BEIRUT

HAYAT ESSAKKATI
CASABLANCA
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FATIN CHOWDHURY

ANITA EWAN

ELI SHIELDS

BALU KANAGALINGAM

DARIAN BASKATAWANG

JOANNA FLATT

REBECCA HARRISON

TINA YUAN

ELSIE AMOAKO

MUHANAD ALI

CRYSTAL CHIN

HABON ALI

STEPHANIE ZENG

STACHEN FREDERICK

CAITLIN COLSON

SHAZIA KHAN

RYAN O’CONNOR

MARIANA PALHARES

AZAR ALLASVANDI

RACHEL LISSNER

ERIN LOWERS

ALI TAIYEB

DERAKHSHAN
QURBAN-ALI

MEGAN GEORGIEFF

AMY HOSOTSUJI

JOAN LILLIAN WILSON

ANDREW DO

RANDELL ADJEI

AARON JOSHUA PINTO

RYAN COLLINS-SWARTZ

JAY WALL

CHLOE-MARIE BROWN

MICHELE DONNE

FRANCIS ATTA

SYLVIA CHENG

SARAH JEAN BUTLER

JAMIE KWAN

MAKSYM STLYAREVSKY

IDIL BURALE

RUPINDER BAGHA

JOVIAN TSANG

MATTHEW KELLING

NEAL SENGUPTA

NASMA AHMED

MATTHEW SCHROEDER

MICHAEL MOUSA

JENNIFER GAWOR

BRIGID TIERNEY
MUNEEZA SADIQ
MARISOL FORNO
KATE NELISCHER
SUHAIB BHATTI
DEMA A.
JONATHAN BRIGHT
LIN ABDUL RAHMAN
JESSE DARLING
JONATHAN LASKI

THE YOUTHFULCITIES ENGINE

YOUTHFULCITIES IS LEADING
A U N I Q U E U R B A N R E G E N E R AT I O N .
WE ARE BUILDING GLOBAL YOUTH
(15-29 YEARS OLD) NETWORKS.
WE ARE GOING DEEP INTO
YOUTH-DRIVEN URBAN KNOWLEDGE.
W E A R E G E N E R AT I N G I N V E N T I V E S O L U T I O N S
F R O M Y O U T H O U T WA R D .

YouthfulCities is leading a unique urban regeneration. We are building a global network of
15-29 year olds who dive deep into youth-driven urban knowledge to create far-reaching
inventive solutions from youth outward. And, we are illuminating youthful stories around the
world. This leads to the 100 biggest cities and their almost one billion inhabitants becoming
more connected, dynamic, open, fun, curious and inventive. In other words, more youthful
cities. It’s a bold direction for a social enterprise that’s only two years old. But we’re not shy
about it. These are the key components that keep our engine moving.
Grow
We continually grow our
network, expanding our
reach around the world.

A N D W E A R E I L L U M I N AT I N G Y O U T H F U L S T O R I E S .

Connect
We build and connect our
Urban Decoder Network
of youth in cities globally.

Survey
We conduct the
Urban Attitudes Survey
our annual look at what
matters to youth in cities
around the world.

Gather
We bring together youth
from cities around the
world at our annual
Global Summit.
Youth are at the center of urbanization. They build a

We believe youth are good for cities and cities are

city’s competitive edge, stimulate development, and

good for youth. Every day, we bring this belief to

find new solutions. They are connectors. They are

life: by illuminating and decoding the global power

curious. They are inventive. They are dynamic. They

of urban youthfulness; by building youth networks

are the future of cities.

and diving into youth-driven urban data; by exposing

RANK
We build our annual YouthfulCities Index
that measures which cities are best
for youth to live work and play in –
and celebrate results.

insights that captivate leaders across all generations
In 2012, we discovered two amazing stats that

and sectors; and by generating inventive solutions

set our social venture in motion: 50 percent of the

from youth outward.

world's population is under 30 years of age, and 50
percent of the world's population now live in cities.

Each year, with the help our booming
Urban Decoder Network, we:

The future of the world will be determined by the

•

rankings of cities, but none with a youth perspective.
Until now.

•

young people to re-imagine the places where they
live, work and play.
And so, YouthfulCities was born!

Rank cities through the YouthfulCities Index –
now ranking 50+ cities around the globe.

•

Gather young innovators and influencers at the
YouthfulCities Global Summit

•

Work with open-minded businesses and
municipalities to investigate and inspire

Share
We spark interesting debate by
sharing stories, knowledge and
insights that contribute to the
global dialogue.

youthfulness

We decided to find out what would happen if we
were able to inspire and engage thousands of

Survey youth through the YouthfulCities Urban
thousands of youth (15-29 year olds) globally

While this provides strong motivation for cities to
often unrecognized. There are countless indexes and

Activate
We activate young
social innovators
to create sustainable
city solutions.

Attitudes Survey. Gauging opinions of 10s of

progression of urbanization as it is molded by youth.
maximize the potential of youth, their opinions are

Engage
We work with public and private
sector client clients globally, leveraging
our network and insights to build more
youthful cities and brands.

And there is so much more to come.

Grow
We continually grow our
network, expanding our
reach around the world.

We do all of this with the goal of leading cities
towards youthfulness and boosting prosperity and
happiness for all citizens of the world’s 100 biggest
cities by 2025.
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T H E 2 0 C R I T I C A L U R B A N AT T R I B U T E S &
1 0 1 R E S E A R C H I N D I C AT O R S

L IVE

WOR K

SAFE T Y

H E A LT H

DIV ER S ITY

A FFORD A BI LI TY

ED UCATI ON

FIN AN CIAL ACCES S

Age standardized road deaths

Number of public health clinics

Languages to vote in

Consumption tax rate

Post-secondary institutions

Business banking availability

Food safety

Number of public sexual health clinics

Diversity of food

Rental housing

Average cost of tuition

Personal Banking availability

Age standardized suicides

Number of homeless shelters

Openness to LGBTQ

GINI Coefficient

Full-time undergrad enrolment

Number of “Chartered” banks in your city

Homicides

Urban smoking scale

Openness to immigrants

Cost of one prepaid cellular minute

Student housing

Online banking

Mental health outpatient facilities

Diversity of religion

Food - 12 eggs

Student debt

Mobile banking

Doctor density

Global gender gap index

Monthly transit pass

T RAN S I T
KMs of dedicated public transportation
HRs/week dedicated public transit
Public bike rentals
KMs of bike paths
Commuter time by transit
Commuter time by foot
Commuter time by airport
Real time transit app
Density

C IV IC ENGAGEMENT

E N V I R O NMENT

ENTREP RENEURSHI P

Tube of toothpaste

Age at which you can register a business

Voting age

Municipal water scale
Smart cities initiatives scale
Quantity of annual recycled materials
Quantity of annual waste
Carbon emissions
Recycled materials

Financial literacy

Price per square meter to buy an apartment

Number of entrepreneurship Incubators

Average age of city councillors

EMP LOYMENT

Total early stage entrepreneurial activity

(elected officials) in your city

Youth unemployment rate

Ease of doing business rank

Volunteer opportunities

Employment initiatives and programs scale

Employment initiatives and programs scale

Political influence - Youth advisory board

Youth Employment Centres

Volunteerism in high school scale

Number of new jobs created in 2013

Standing rate for a taxi

PLAY
TRAVEL

MUSI C

FIL M

Number of cities connected through direct flights

Number of nightclubs

FIlm festivals

Getaway city bus cost

Music festivals

Cost of a movie ticket

Getaway city bus time
Getaway city bus frequency
Getaway city plane cost
Getaway city plane time
Getaway city plane frequency

Number of cinema seats

CREATI VE A RTS
Grafitti and street art

FO O D & N IGHT L IF E

Number of design schools

Number of restaurants in your city
Last call index

Hostel Stay

SP ORTS

Number of food festivals

Number of professional sports teams

Food - fast food

P UBLI C SPA CE

Number of pro sports facilities

Total green space/public space
Number of municipally maintained

1 pair of sport shoes (Nike, Adidas, or similar)

FAS HIO N

1 month of gym membership in business district

Young designer showcase scale
Number of fashion incubators

sports facilities/fields
Number of public libraries
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ACCESS

INDICATOR RANKINGS

E

D IG ITA L

LIV
MENT

EN
IC
CIV

MADRID

QUICK FACT
Connecting on the go (and
not paying an arm and a
leg!) is easiest in Madrid and
Seoul. Both cities offer wider
access to free WiFi than any
other city in the world.

BERLIN

SYDNEY

the level of WiFi accessibility at various
everyday locations in cities, the level of

CHALLENGES

and the cost of internet and mobile phone

According to our delegates, what are the
challenges youth face in digital access?

minutes. Youth in our 2015 Urban Attitudes

Youth in more than 90% of the cities in our Index, live within range of a

Access to digital infrastructure is key to how we live, work and play.

mobile signal, demonstrating that mobile phone infrastructure has increased

Expanding global access to internet and wireless technology will continue

the ability of all cities to compete on a global scale.

to be one of the most influential factors in our futures and in the futures of

There’s a trend towards open accessibility to data. 20 out of the 50 city

cities. Youth spend an immense amount of time on phones, or the internet,

11S ST T

PARIS

2 NSDT

LONDON

Survey gave this Attribute an importance

TOKYO

rating of 8.08 out of 10 – placing it in the
middle of the pack of what youth think

or plugged in somewhere else, and the technological age is something

governments in our list have made their data available to the public via web

is important in their cities. If it sounds

portals to increase government transparency and accountability, and to

counterintuitive we agree. But being

leverage potential public-private partnerships.

we’re very grateful for and excited about. However, we still face some
important challenges:

•
•
•
•
•

a digital native may not be a defining
characteristic for this generation of urban

EUROPE

youth. For them, digital infrastructure is

ASIA/AUSTRALIA

basic infrastructure – it’s a necessity.

USA/CANADA

16

Defining digital human rights

0

10

30
17

BEIRUT

I S TA N B U L

NAIROBI
ACCRA

MANILA
MOSCOW

40

TEHRAN

DURBAN
SHANGHAI

MEXICO CITY

DUBAI

CAIRO

KARACHI
LIMA

DETROIT
QUITO
RIO DE JANEIRO
TOKYO
J A K A R TA
S A O PA U L O

DALLAS
B O G O TA

ROME

SANTIAGO
OSAKA
LAGOS

50

60

T E L AV I V
LOS ANGELES
WA R S AW
BOSTON
SEOUL
WA S H I N G T O N
CHICAGO
VA N C O U V E R
BUENOS AIRES
MONTREAL
MIAMI
SINGAPORE

TORONTO
SAN FRANCISCO

LONDON
PA R I S

NEW YORK CITY
SYDNEY
HONG KONG

AMSTERDAM

BERLIN

70

MADRID

Freedom of speech while maintaining safety

*RANKING ORDER IS ACCURATE; RATINGS ARE APPROXIMATE.
FOR ABSOLUTE RATINGS CONTACT INFO@YOUTHFULCITIES.COM

AFRICA

80

Data plans

The overall DIGITAL ACCESS rankings

MIDDLE EAST

90

Accessibility of cell phones

HOW ALL 55 CITIES STACK UP

L AT I N A M E R I C A

100

Affordability of cell phones

DAR ES SALAAM

1

27 CITIES TIE INCLUDING: AMSTERDAM, BERLIN,
BOGOTA, BUENOS AIRES & CAIRO

The top takeaways and things that
make us go "hmm"

mobile phone infrastructure development,

3 R SDT

20 CITIES TIE INCLUDING: AMSTERDAM, BOSTON,
BUENOS AIRES, DURBAN & HONG KONG

OBSERVATIONS

Who ranked first last year?

1

46 CITIES TIE INCLUDING: ACCRA, AMSTERDAM,
BANGKOK, BERLIN & BOGOTA

20

1

MADRID

Gamers +
Developers Scale

The Digital Access Attribute measures

5 T SHT

BOSTON,
HONG KONG

CASABLANCA

1

MADRID, SEOUL

Municipal Government
Open Urban Data Scale

NEW YORK CITY

4 T SHT

BERLIN

CARACAS

1

PARIS

Mobile Phone
Infrastructure

AMSTERDAM

3 R SDT

LIMA

DELHI
MUMBAI

1

AMSTERDAM

BANGKOK

2 NSDT

1

BERLIN

Average Cost Of
Baseline Package
With Data
Free Wifi Scale

3 R SDT

1

SYDNEY

JOHANNESBURG

11S ST T

Cellular
Competitiveness Level

E N V IR O N

GA

GE

The top 5 cities for DIGITAL ACCESS in
our 2015 YouthfulCities Index are:

A

NT

TR

2 NSDT

11S ST T

ME

2015 WINNERS

N

T
SI

How cities perform on the individual indicators that make up the
DIGITAL ACCESS attribute.

ACCESS

E

D IG ITA L

LIV
CIV

IC

What would an ideal future look like?

How can cities create this ideal future?

In the future of digital access that we hope for, the

MENT
E N V IR O N

GA
EN

VISION

IDEAS

NT

N

GE

T

RA

ME

FROM OUR SUMMIT DELEGATES...

T
SI

There are so many ways for our cities to reach our future
vision, and we think it’s very exciting. We’d like to have
access to more and more digital libraries. We think
there should be online training for city jobs, so that it is
easier than ever to become qualified to work. Businesses
should start sharing wifi access. We think citizens should
use digital access to monitor their community’s resource

emphasis really is on the accessibility of things. We will

sharing. There should be websites and communities that

have cheap plans, plans that everyone is able to afford

start dialogue and civic participation. Digital access

without having to make sacrifices. There will be subsidized

should be a method through which the sharing economy

high-speed internet so that people are not put at a digital

is promoted. For example, on a small scale, by providing

disadvantage. We envision a future where data sharing

internet access within local communities. Within schools,

and collaboration is easier and more common than ever.

introducing open data into the classroom early-on can drive

We can see a future in which education is customized to

youth innovation, and innovation needs to be fostered.

a digital society. We envision a future with quality internet

We need to change the way news and media exists in

insurance. and recognized credits, like a badge system.

our societies. Citizen led media can provide checks and

And this future comes complete with neutral and universal

balances to corporate media through regular legitimization

digital access points.

practices for accountability. After all, a society where
media is accountable is a far more trusting society.
Basic coding classes should be integrated into school
curriculums; it’s important that young people be as digitally
literate as possible. Some of us suggested municipal
governments subsidizing city-wide WIMAC, and others
suggested transforming unused space into wifi hotspots.
We also very strongly believe that phone plans need to be
de-monopolized.
ROCIO
MADRID

“Madrid has lots of wifi
in public squares and the
underground, and lots of
public data accessible for
consultation by citizens.
Thanks to its digital
infrastructure, Madrid was
able to manage one of the
most important and recent
citizen movements against
austerity measures on 15 of
March at Sol Square.”

18

HOW CAN CITIES IMPROVE?
11S T

FOSTER INNOVATION

12S T

TAKE DOWN BARRIERS TO ACCESS

13S T

MAKE DATA PUBLIC

19

ACCESS

INDICATOR RANKINGS

E

D IG ITA L

LIV
MENT

GE

E N V IR O N

GA
EN
IC

QUICK FACT

JAKARTA

LAGOS

Number Of Public
Sexual Health Clinics

LONDON

KARACHI

SAN FRANCISCO

Number Of Homeless
Shelters

BERLIN

CHICAGO

DELHI

Urban Smoking Scale

NEW YORK CITY

ACCRA

OSAKA

BERLIN

DURBAN &
JOHANNESBURG

PARIS

MOSCOW

ROME

BERLIN

BERLIN

3 R SDT

CHICAGO

Mental Health
Outpatient FacilitiesN

4 T SHT

NEW YORK CITY

Doctor DensityN

1

The Health Attribute measures
SYDNEY

the presence and accessibility of

OBSERVATIONS

CHALLENGES

primary and secondary health

The top takeaways and things that
make us go "hmm"

According to our delegates, what are the
challenges youth face in civic health?

There’s no shortage of public clinics in London. The city’s score on the

Healthy bodies and minds are crucial for all of us. Perhaps

Health Attribute is more than double the scores of 52 of the other cities in

counterintuitively, health is the fourth highest urban priority for young

the Index. This is largely because London has the highest overall number

people. We are very concerned with healthy eating and physical activity,

of public health clinics and sexual health clinics.

but being healthy in our cities can be a very difficult task. As young

the fourth most important factor for

Smoking or non-smoking? The use of tobacco continues to be a major

people, we also continue to be left out of high-level health policy and

youth in their cities. An indication

public health concern for cities. Most regions have adopted the 2003

services within a city. Youth in our
2015 Urban Attitudes Survey gave
this Attribute an importance rating
of 8.69 out of 10 – making it the

public health dialogues. As a whole, there is a lack of:

•
•
•
•

World Health Organization (WHO) Convention on Tobacco Control,

that, though youth may be younger

which limits tobacco advertising and misinformation in the media,

and healthier than most, healthcare

sponsorship of sports and cultural events by tobacco companies, and

still matters.

recommends varying levels of prohibition pertaining to smoking in public
places. Still, it's up to cities to take leadership. Of all the cities in the

EUROPE

•

Index, New York has the strictest anti-tobacco policy (based on what
we’ve measured).

ASIA/AUSTRALIA

•

and a policy choice;
Health data; better health data collection is amenable to today’s
evolving indicators.
Health policy; implementation and accountability processes should
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In our vision of the future of healthy cities, we imagine

If our cities are going to be healthy in the future, we believe
that everyone must take responsibility. Corporations could
take social responsibility by providing free or subsidized
healthy food in offices, or giving employees gym access
if possible. City planning could start to look at health
by claiming unused spaces for recreation or free health
centers. Communities could become invested as well,

that there will be investment in preventative care, and in

creating community gardens or adventure playgrounds to

measuring the value of social capital and the impact of

encourage physical activity and spending time outside.

education. Due to the greater investment in prevention and

Sidewalks and bike lanes really need to be improved, so

equitable primary health care services, there will be less

that people can incorporate exercise into their daily lives.

need for acute healthcare facilities; there will be excellent

Our cities need to put a much bigger emphasis on mental

treatment for people who need it, but less people will need

health. We’d like to see long-term campaigns to identify

it in the first place, because preventative care really will

youth at risk of mental health crisis, and to make resources

prove successful. The urban landscape will encourage

for mental health much more accessible. We also think our

healthy activities and exercise will be fun and engaging.

cities need to take a stronger stance against smoking, for

Rather than requiring a gym membership to use equipment,

the health of everyone in cities, by making all indoor and

exercise will become more accessible. Free exercise

outdoor licensed areas non-smoking and by increasing the

classes will be commonplace in our cities and in public

age for tobacco sale. Access to social workers and public

spaces. Healthy food will be affordable and accessible,

health service providers has to be increased, and there is

both in grocery shopping and in restaurants. Local farmers

a need for universal health coverage, including insurance

will be supported so as to ensure that local populations

for marginalized groups. Policies should address the social

have access to healthy, affordable options. Health policy

determinants of health. We need to stop living in a world

discussions will be founded on strong implementation and

where not having a job or a source of income can serve

accountability mechanisms, and will engage young people.

as a death sentence; everyone has the right to health care,

This will help ensure that local health policy is sensitive and
REBECCA
LONDON

inclusive of the evolving needs of young people.

“London benefits from
many resources from the
UK National Health Service,
as well as a profusion of
third sector organisations
tackling social issues like
homelessness, sexual health
and mental wellbeing.
There's also growing support
for innovations in health
technologies and services.”
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and one’s apparent productiveness in society is not and
should never be a measure of one’s right to live.

HOW CAN CITIES IMPROVE?
11S T

MAKE HEALTH CENTERS MORE ACCESSIBLE

12S T

PLACE AN EMPHASIS ON MENTAL HEALTH

13S T

IMPLEMENT UNIVERSAL HEALTH COVERAGE
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the third most important factor for

The top takeaways and things that
make us go "hmm"

According to our delegates, what are the
challenges youth face in transit?

youth in their cities.

When it comes to building youthful cities, integrated public transportation

Transit is a key aspect of any city. It’s crucial to our ability to be integrated

is key. The cities that rank at the top of this Attribute all have extensive and

and involved with our communities and it allows us to travel easily from home,

dedicated transit systems that integrate multiple forms of transportation to

to work, to school, and everywhere in between. However, we found that

connect the city – from far-reaching public transit that functions for long

across the board, the transit systems in our cities are sometimes challenging,

hours to dedicated bike paths and public bike rentals. These cities make it

and other times infuriating. Generally though, our transit systems are:

of 8.7 out of 10 – making it the

ability to create functional, integrated transit systems that efficiently move

•
•
•
•

people from point A to point B.

The hours do not suit our needs, and there are not enough incentives to take

easy to get around.
Though it may seem counterintuitive, the top cities in this Attribute are
all among the most densely populated. The denser the city, the better its

USA/CANADA

HOW ALL 55 CITIES STACK UP

L AT I N A M E R I C A
MIDDLE EAST

Difficult to understand
Unreliable
Inefficient
Unsafe

public transit when stacked up against the many disadvantages, even though

The overall TRANSIT rankings.

we all agree that the use of public transit is important for the environment.
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How can cities create this ideal future?
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cities take towards making our vision a reality. Some of us
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suggested connected fare cards for all modes of transport:
buses, trains, bike shares, and so on, to make transit as
seamless an experience as possible. We’d like to mobilize
communities that need more public transit, and we’d like

In our future youthful cities, we envision 24/7 transit

more offers of public transit for everyone; a transit system

service. Transit systems in our cities will be intuitive and

should allow people to access every part of their city

easy to use, so that the experience is in fact an incentive

with ease. Others among us focused on ways to make

to use transit, rather than an incentive not to. We envision

commuting more pleasant; ideas included commissioning

the further integration of transportation systems into urban

artwork for subway tunnels, or playing music in transit,

planning; transportation will not be a shoddily thrown-

so that transit is not a dreaded part of daily routine but

together afterthought, but rather an integral part of the way

at least a somewhat pleasant way to start and end one’s

cities are built. In this future vision, there will be a lower

day. We’d like hours to be extended. To make transit

reliance on cars, and thus less cars in use. There will be a

easier to understand, some of us thought that cities should

cultural shift away from cars, and towards environmentally

build digital interfaces for directions and advice in transit

friendly forms of transport, such as biking and walking.

centers or stations--this is especially relevant for newcomers

Transit systems will make sense, and information will be

to cities, who may have little to no experience with transit

available in real time when it comes to delays, schedules,

Some of us suggested exchanging free fares for exercise,

systems and find that they are not intuitive at all.

and closings; if someone’s transit route has to change, they

like in the recent initiative in Moscow, in which commuters

We also talked about the importance of creating incentives

will know right away so that they can make the appropriate

who could complete a certain number of squats were

for people to take public transit; many ideas revolved

adjustments. In an ideal world, public transit systems will

exempt from having to pay fares for their transit system.

around penalizing people who use cars, through higher

be efficient and safe; they will not be the punch lines of

We want walking or traveling by bike to be as easy as

gas taxes, toll booths, and similar concepts. Other ideas

inside jokes, and mutual respect among users would be an

possible in our cities; we’d like to see livelier sidewalks,

revolved around rewarding people who use transit, such

everyday reality, not a pipe dream.

not just there for walking but there to enjoy, equipped with

as having businesses create incentives for people to don’t

hopscotch and swings for people of all ages to enjoy, and

travel to work by car, or those who carpool to their jobs.

we want to see more pedestrian only roads, and more
safe bike paths, so that the disadvantages of walking and

ANISHA
VANCOUVER

The best ways to get around:
"Downtown, I think, walking
and cycling, because in the core
there's a lot of bike lanes and
pedestrian walkways. Outside
of downtown [you usually take]
transit or skytrain, but from
burbs into the city [it's all] cars."

biking are made near obsolete. We want our municipal
governments to help make car-free commutes as practical
more easily without creating a footprint; and all of us want
to see public transport become more affordable.

11S T

EXTEND HOURS

12S T

CREATE MORE BIKING/WALKING PATHS

13S T
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and accessible as possible so that we can access our cities

HOW CAN CITIES IMPROVE?

INCENTIVIZE WORKERS TO USE TRANSIT, CARPOOL, OR TRAVEL FOOTPRINT-FREE
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The top takeaways and things that
make us go "hmm"

According to our delegates, what are the
challenges youth face in civic engagement?

Amsterdam's strong finish in the Civic Engagement ranking is largely

We can’t ignore the facts; civic engagement is, on balance, a lower

a result of its young municipal council – with an average age of 39,

priority for many youth. It’s not that young people aren’t invested in their

it’s the youngest in the Index. To put this perspective, city councillors in

cities, and don’t have ideas and thoughts on how to improve them--on the

neighboring London have an average age of 57.

contrary, we are filled to the brim with concern for our communities and

of 7.55 out of 10 – making it the

In Latin American cities, a high number of volunteer hours are required

innovative suggestions. The problem is that we don’t always see tangible

second least important factor for

by secondary school students before graduation – a result of the

ways to get engaged.

region's longstanding system of cooperative values. This commitment to

The pathways to civic engagement are often obscure and full of bureaucracy.

activities geared towards issues of
public interest. Youth in our 2015

MEXICO CITY

Urban Attitudes Survey gave this
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The Civic Engagement Attribute
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Collecting the data for this
Indicator was no small task!
Most cities have at least 30
elected officials, and some
have more than 200. After
all that work, Amsterdam is
at the top of the ranking for
youngest average age of city
councillors – 39 years young.
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How cities perform on the individual indicators that make up the
CIVIC ENGAGEMENT attribute.

Attribute an importance rating

youth in their cities. But before

engagement and giving back helps bring these cities to the top of this

you write it off, ask yourself if

When clear opportunities present themselves, we as young people are among

Attribute ranking.

the first to jump in to supporting causes that we care about. The challenge is

the lack of available youth civic

that our municipal governments can seem so removed from our day-to-day

participation opportunities may be

EUROPE

lives that half the time, we almost forget they’re there.

fuelling a spiral of youth disinterest.

ASIA/AUSTRALIA
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How can cities create this ideal future?
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Our ideas for how to come closer to this ideal future are
simple. After all, this is not about forging something new;
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this is about sparking what is already there. Citizens
already love and care about their cities, and we as youth
are extremely invested in our societies and the changes
happening around us. All we really have to do is find ways

In the future, political communication will be centered

to bring this investment into action.

around the development of human well-being in cities; it

Our cities need to remove the barriers to accessing political

will be possible for people to talk to each other, rather

systems, such as money; one of the big problems we

than rely on politicised, top-down discourse. Citizens will

outlined was how isolated our municipal governments

be empowered, and there will be the necessary spaces

seem to be from us, and how inaccessible political change

to facilitate action. These spaces will ensure that citizens

would appear to be. Our municipal governments need

have and use opportunities to act and be involved.

to work harder at creating a world that is less isolating

When it comes to the relationships between youth and

and encourages greater participation. Because youth

municipal governments, these relationships will be based

don’t always know how to access political systems, it

on trust and accountability. There will be transparency and

can seem that we do not want to access them or become

leadership roles and actions will be clearly defined and

civically engaged, when in reality the opposite could not

communicated.

be more true. Local voting ages should also be lowered to

The keyword to this future is ‘inclusion’; the world

know how to access that information. It needs to be clear

encourage youth involvement. Volunteer initiatives should

marginalized will be irrelevant, and all citizens will have

to us what is happening in our cities, so that we can

also be implemented more in secondary school, to create

a sense of belonging, with empathy being key to all

understand how to become more involved, and so as to

a sense of community in youth and to start civic-minded

areas of urban design and decisions. In this vision, civic

breed trust between youth and municipal governments.

habits at a young age.

engagement is a process that will start at birth. We will be

To use a phrase that is tired but true, we are stronger

In a similar vein, our municipal governments really need

filled with a sense of duty--citizens should feel compelled to

together than apart.

to become more transparent. A lot of the time, we as

act, not required to do so. Citizens will be active decision

By no means do we want to imply that we as citizens don’t

youth don’t know what is going on in our governments,

makers, not passive bystanders. Serving one’s city will be

have to make changes as well. There needs to be a shared

or why, or how things are happening, and we don’t even

not an obligation, but rather a joy.

responsibility between people to engage; performing
one’s civic duty should not only be accepted, but should

IVAN
MEXICO CITY

"Impunity, injustice and plunder have pushed
indignity to a new level. Mexican Youth is
understanding that an attack to the dignity
and rights of an individual sector affects
the well-being of the whole society. The
awareness that their future is - and has
always been- at stake is probably growing
like never before. No wonder the youth is
trying harder to step in, claiming justice and
spreading ideas, solutions and solidarity."

be a norm in everyday life, and pressure to be engaged
from within one’s social circle is far more influential than
we think civic engagement could be increased would be
to set up social enterprise hubs; making social enterprise

11S T

12S T

13S T
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pressure from a distant administrative force. One way

HOW CAN CITIES IMPROVE?
FOSTER YOUTH INVOLVEMENT IN

and civic engagement more accessible, more social, and
hopefully bringing people from all walks of life together.

MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT
CREATE TRANSPARENCY IN
MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENTS
CREATE EASY ACCESS POINTS FOR YOUTH TO
ENGAGE WITH THEIR GOVERNMENTS AND CITIES
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How cities perform on the individual indicators that make up the
SAFETY attribute.
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Casablanca has the
lowest murder rate in the
index. There were 35 total
homicides in 2014 (or 0.86
per 100,000 people).
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CHALLENGES
According to our delegates, what are the
challenges youth face in safety?

Since 2009, Singapore's Road Safety Council has successfully merged

While there are so many advantages to living in cities, one chronic urban

education, engagement, enforcement, and engineering to turn around the

issue is safety. While some cities are more dangerous than others, there are

city-state's track record. And it seems to be working. Singapore currently

always risks present in urban settings. Keeping in mind that our experiences

of 10 – making it the number one

ranks 4th in the Index in terms of Safety.

as delegates varied based on the relative safety of our respective cities, we

most important factor for youth in

Montreal is making improvements to become a safer city. Finishing

identified the primary challenges of our current realities as:

Attitudes Survey gave this Attribute
an importance rating of 8.79 out

BOGOTA

1

The top takeaways and things that
make us go "hmm"

given city. Youth in our 2015 Urban
11S ST T
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physical risks that youth face in a

Who ranked first last year?
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HomicidesP

The Safety Attribute looks at the

TH

measured per capita
national data

their cities.

6th overall in the Safety Attribute, Montreal has the lowest per capita

•

The struggle for safe mobility

homicide rate at 0.73 per 100,000 residents. It's the city's lowest

•

Systematic othering of ethnic and religious minorities

•

Antiquated criminal justice systems that focus on fighting criminals

homicide rate since 1972 and comes largely as a result of a reduction in
gang and drug related violence.

rather than facilitating public safety:

•

Citizens don’t see police officers as keepers of peace; too often,
they’re seen as threatening

•

EUROPE

Police forces don’t tolerate dissent or critique
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What would an ideal future look like?
In our ideal future, safe mobility will not only be a

How can cities create this ideal future?
MENT
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We see a lot of ways for our cities to become safer for
everyone; first of all, we think that the very design of our
cities needs to lend itself towards cities. Streets should be
designed for 24 hour use; it is currently understood that
cities are not safe after certain hours or in certain areas,
which both puts citizens at risk, and does a disservice to

possibility, but the way of the world. No one will have

people who are hurt as it encourages the mentality that

to worry about placing themselves at risk traveling

people are “asking for trouble” by being in the wrong

around their city, whether they are in transit to work or

place at the wrong time. We think that building commercial

exploring what their city has to offer. Safety will also not

establishments in specific dangerous places in cities could

be segregated; one group of people will not be safer

also lead towards making cities safer, and that dangerous

than another, and no one will be made unsafe because of

parts of a city should be viewed as projects, not lost

ethnicity, class, gender, or religion. Everyone will be safe,

causes, as huge changes can be made. Just look at a

and everyone will know it, and will be able to rest easy in

couple examples from the U.S.: in the 70s and 80s, Times

this certainty.

Square in New York was well known as an extremely

Pathways to and from justice will be clear; everyone will be

dangerous place. Now it’s filled with tourists at all hours.

certain that the justice system is fair, upstanding, and not

Washington, D.C. has gone from an dangerous city to a

biased in favor of or against anybody. People will know

college student haven. While we don’t think that displacing

how to interact with the justice system, and no one will be

lower-income families through gentrification is at all an

left without justice because the system is complicated or

appropriate solution, we do think that promoting mixed-

inaccessible. There will also be mixed use, highly animated

income housing developments is one way we can begin

public spaces that encourage play; the streets will be

to eliminate class segregation and the stigmas that go with

places of community, not of fear. Food safety will be a

lower-class neighborhoods. This in turn can lead to cities as

guarantee, in any area, at any price. Wealth and all kinds

safer places.

HOW CAN CITIES IMPROVE?

of capital will be shared more broadly. People in cities
will have the freedom of self-expression without reinforcing
discrimination; hate crimes will be a thing of the past,
and no one will have to fear for their lives just for being

11

MORE SCRUTINY IN SELECTION

ST

authentic to themselves.

AND TRAINING OF POLICE

and also on the subject of schools, we think the concept of
consent needs to be taught to children from a very young
age, even if it is not at first introduced in relation to sexual
education; even teaching kids not to touch or hug people
who don’t want them to is an important step towards
teaching them to respect people as they grow up. We also
think communities need to take real efforts toward fighting

When it comes down to it, we think safety is a two way

and preventing hate speech and bullying.

street; both citizens and law enforcement officers can

In terms of law enforcement, we think that there needs to

be part of the problem, and steps need to be taken by

be a lot more scrutiny on the formation and selection of

both groups to make our cities safer. We think that more

members of the justice systems to avoid high impunity rates.

restrictions should be placed on citizen gun ownership

We think other professions should be integrated into the

(handguns, in particular). A few other ideas we had were

12S T

THINESH
SINGAPORE

13S T

PROMOTE MIXED-INCOME HOUSING DEVELOPMENTS

to implement “bicycle nights” or marathons in parts of

AND COMMERCIAL ESTABLISHMENTS IN TYPICALLY

to start neighbour check-up programs for elderly people

police force, like psychologists and doctors. In fact, we
think there needs to be a lot more attention paid to mental

cities classified as unfriendly to bikers and pedestrians, or

DANGEROUS NEIGHBOURHOODS

and isolated youth, or to engage the elderly as community

INITIATIVES TO PREVENT HATE SPEECH, BULLYING,

development, and in general, better infrastructure in lower-

AND SIMILAR PROBLEMS STARTING WITH YOUTH

like to use PSAs to end a tradition of corruption and apathy,

health in general, for law enforcers, lawbreakers, and
youth struggling with mental health. Some of us suggested
that guns not be allowed on regular police officers, so as

liaisons. We’d like to see more transitional building

to not make the first instinct a deadly one when it comes to
restraining a civilian. We think there should also be digital

income parts of our cities. In our education systems, we’d

access to safety responses, which would allow people to
contact emergency services on multiple platforms. We also
want to see initiatives to connect police and youth, to help

"I would think that generally
I've never felt [unsafe].
Probably because of my
gender, I have a sister and my
mom tells her different things...
Most [of the police] have a
friendly reputation."

foster understanding and respect instead of animosity.
There are other steps that must be taken, of course; for
example, we believe there should be an independent food
safety regulatory board in all cities. But by working towards
ending the hostility between citizens and law enforcement
officers, and eliminating the connection between class
segregation and danger, we think that our cities can finally
become safer for all of us.
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QUICK FACT
Reduce, reuse, recycle.
Chicago has certainly
mastered the 3 Rs. It’s the city
with the most annual recycled
materials in our Index.

1

environmental impact of a city as

2 NSDT

BUENOS AIRES

1

1

SAN FRANCISCO

SINGAPORE

Quantity Of Annual
Waste Removedp
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NAIROBI

CHALLENGES

place to minimize a city’s impact.

The top takeaways and things that
make us go "hmm"

According to our delegates, what are the
challenges youth face in environment?

Youth in our 2015 Urban Attitudes

It pays to have environmental programs in place. Cities at the top of our

When it comes to the environment, the challenges we face are rather self-

Environment Attribute have all prioritized well developed waste removal

evident. After all, environmentalism has been a buzzword for as long as we

and recycling programs.

can remember, and though we haven’t solved most of the issues at hand,

Environmental awareness is truly a global issue. Cities from all 6 regions

we’ve heard them listed many times over.

Survey gave this Attribute an im-

CHICAGO

3 R SDT

CHICAGO

OBSERVATIONS

well as the proactive measures in

BOGOTA

Quantity Of Annual
Recycled Materialsp

Total Registered
Vehiclesp

together indicators that look at the

Who ranked first last year?
11S ST T

36 CITIES TIE FOR FIRST INCLUDING: AMSTERDAM,
BANGKOK, BERLIN, BOSTON & CARIO

Recycled Materials

VANCOUVER

5 T SHT

1

Smart Cities
Initiatives Scale

Carbon Emissions

The Environment Attribute brings

3 R SDT

1

21 CITIES TIE FOR FIRST INCLUDING: ACCRA, AMSTERDAM,
CASABLANCA, CHICAGO & DETROIT

Municipal Water Scale
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The top 5 cities for ENVIRONMNET in
our 2015 YouthfulCities Index are:
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2015 WINNERS

RA

How cities perform on the individual indicators that make up the
ENVIRONMENT attribute.
P

portance rating of 8.51 out of 10 –
placing it in the upper middle of the

show up at the top of this Attribute list, indicating that long term urban

Anyone could recite the big issues off the top of their head: pollution (air;

pack of what youth think is import-

sustainability is a concern that has caught on around the world. And while

water), a lack of green spaces, an increasing lack of natural resources,

ant in their cities.

the presence of smart city initiatives is increasing (initiatives focused on

fuel and oil-dependent and deprived cities and countries, an indomitable

reducing the overall environmental impact of cities across a broad spectrum

amount of material waste, energy waste, deforestation, cars... and on

of areas), unfortunately, there’s still weak positive correlation to a city’s'

and on it goes.

overall Index performance. But every little bit makes a difference!

We didn’t come together to point out all of the issues we’ve heard of so

EUROPE

many times; we came together to solve them.
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What would an ideal future look like?
Just picture our future city: green spaces, access to water,

How can cities create this ideal future?
MENT

We had so many ideas about potential solutions and
innovations for our cities, in regards to the environment.
We think our education systems should cover the social,
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political, and economic impact of sustainability, starting at
an early age, to create a cultural boom, so that it is then
retaught and integrated into popular culture. We want to
transform cities into walkable communities by enhancing

clean air, and zero waste. These will be the central tenets

and integrating green spaces, by perhaps using green

of our future cities; they will coexist with and bring out the

roofs, or enforcing policies around green space quotas,

best in the environment, not be locked in some sort of battle

and by investing in flexible and adaptable buildings with

between nature and industry. Cities have the potential to

closed loop systems.

be leaders in environmental sustainability, and in our world
living in a city does not mean sacrificing one’s access to

Some of us suggested administering a carbon tax program,

nature; for the two are inseparable and feed off each other.

which could be used for research and development,
entrepreneurship, and innovation, the goal of which

Our future cities will thrive through flexible design, will be

would be to build a viable long-term incentive program

closed loop systems (cradle to cradle design, if you prefer);

to help drive innovation. Others suggesting establishing

and will be places where our political and industry leaders

a global sister-city network to encourage environmental

take the lead in combatting climate change. Visibility is

accountability between communities that cross borders

so important with these issues. We know that if leaders

and cultural barriers. We suggested turning underutilized

in our communities spearhead the cause, people will

spaces into parks. We’d like to see our cities densify public

follow. Our sustainable cities will rely on citizens having
constant engagement with the world around them, and to
be innovating methods of strategic foresight at all times. In
our future, everyone will be an environmentalist; we will

electric rapid transit in suburbs. We think we could use

“eco” norms integrated into popular TV shows; and

persuasive technology to influence behavior.. We’d like to

we’d like to see policies that reflect the importance of the

see celebrity and media campaigns on environmentalism.

environment.

We think our cities should divest from oil and fossil fuels.

all have a sense of agency and empowerment about the
sustainability of our cities.

We think schools should teach mindfulness and emotional

We believe people of all ages should receive education on

intelligence. We’d like to see hands-on community projects;

carbon footprints. We think there should be stricter green

THINESH
SINGAPORE

space bylaws. We’d like to see community gardens (green
roof), and the creation of water channels. We’d like to
see greater investments into alternative energy sources.

"I assumed the environmental stuff was all
superficial. At the level of recycling, there's lots
of that. Lots of recycling bins, which is different
for Asian countries. In the sense you'd think
it's doing a lot. But when I researched the
environment attribute, that's when I realized a lot
was going on that people know! I didn't know
that there was a building act for construction.
There are things happening but we don't know."

people can own. We think there should be environmental
advocates across all disciplines, and we think there should

11

EDUCATING PEOPLE OF ALL AGES

be strategic foresight innovation teams in each city; cities

ABOUT ENVIRONMENTALISM

should get provincial-equivalent status. There should be

should have a creative director of environment. Mega cities

ST

better funding made available for environmental innovators;

12S T

13S T

38

We’d like restrictions on the number of or types of cars

HOW CAN CITIES IMPROVE?

REPURPOSING OF SPACES FOR WALKING
PATHS, GREEN SPACES, COMMUNITY GARDENS
CREATING INCENTIVES FOR
ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY PRACTICES

39

better long-term incentive programs for green economies;
better recycling programs everywhere. And we think that
the bottom and middle ranked cities, in the environmental
attribute, should learn from the top-ranked cities.
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QUICK FACT
If you’re looking for diversity,
Toronto is the place to be.
You can vote in 27
languages, or get your taste
buds going at one of the 111
different nationality-specific
restaurants! No wonder
Toronto has a reputation
as being one of the most
multicultural cities
in the world.
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how varied the culture of a city is,
how open it is to cultural, religious,

Who ranked first last year?

and gender differences and how
open it is to LGBT issues and rights.
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Youth in our 2015 Urban Attitudes
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The top takeaways and things that
make us go "hmm"

According to our delegates, what are the
challenges youth face in diversity?

Diversity and youthfulness go hand-in-hand – or at least that’s what our

Cities thrive on diversity. Nonetheless, as delegates, we identified some

data says. Two Diversity indicators (Openness to LGBTQ and Diversity of

major roadblocks when it comes to embracing diversity in our cities:

Survey gave this Attribute an importance rating of 8.11 out of 10 –

Cities that rate the highest on the Diversity Attribute encourage the sharing

•

We live in a world where systematic and institutionalized
intolerance is not only commonplace, but expected

of ideas and the development of social, human and economic capital across

•

cultures and religions.

of what youth think is important in

1

TORONTO

Religion) show the highest prediction of a city's overall ranking in our Index.

placing it in the middle of the pack

3 R SDT

1

Languages To Vote In

Openness To LGBTQ

The Diversity Attribute looks at
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The top 5 cities for DIVERSITY in our
2015 YouthfulCities Index are:
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national data
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2015 WINNERS

How cities perform on the individual indicators that make up the
DIVERSITY attribute.
N

Youth grow up in neighbourhoods, school systems, and social
circles that are segregated by class, race, and religion.

•

their cities.

As the world becomes more global, people (singles, families)
immigrate to cities for opportunities, but then need some help and
support making successful transitions into their new cities

We are driven by a fear of change and a collective misunderstanding of

EUROPE

diversity; and while these may be nothing more than social constructs, they

ASIA/AUSTRALIA

are still obstacles we must find ways to overcome.
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What would an ideal future look like?
Our future cities will be places where people will proudly

It’s also crucial that citizens are all afforded equal political
opportunity, regardless of culture or language; we think
cities should provide official voting information and support
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FROM OUR SUMMIT DELEGATES...

futures of our cities to be built through co-creation. And last,

for as many languages as are spoken in the region.
One area in which diversity is crucial is education. We
think our schools need more programs that allow access to

and safely express their identities: our cities will create a

culture, including music and sports. We believe education

world of religious tolerance and understanding, a world

needs to be brought to the 21st century; school curriculums

of increased empathy and decreased fear. In these future

should include design and systems thinking, and classes

cities, power is redistributed so that gender, class, race,

should be implemented that allow students to be literate in

religion, sexual orientation, or disabilities restrict no one;

the platforms and technologies that will be crucial to them

one’s opportunities are not tempered by their identity.

when they enter the workforce. We think humanitarian

Diverse food will be available and affordable. Diversity will

ideas and problems need to be taught to students; young

be, in and of itself, a form of justice.

people are not too young to understand them, and the
earlier these concepts are introduced into their paradigms,

We envision a world where people will walk comfortably

the more tolerant, open, and motivated to address them

in every part of the city with no fear, at no risk of being

they will be as they grow up. We think expanding study

profiled, and no barriers to physical access. Many of us
emphasized the importance of quality affordable housing,
so that people will live where they want to live, and class

IDEAS
How can cities create this ideal future?

divides will no longer segregate cities. Upwards mobility
will not be a pipe dream, but will be a real, feasible,
attainable fact of everyday life.

We outlined many small steps that could be taken to bring
cities closer to this future vision. First and foremost, it is clear
to us that municipal governments have many opportunities
to act as the driving forces in the movement towards truly
diverse cities. First, though, municipal governments must
learn to adopt positive attitudes towards different aspects of
diversity, so as to encourage citizens to do the same. We

OYINDAMOLA
JOHANNESBURG/
DURBAN

“Johannesburg is a
multicultural society and
the city has made concerted
efforts to celebrate diversity
amongst all inhabitants and
ethnic groups in the society.
The city with its subtropical
highland climate has also
made it appealing to migrants.
The economy, nightlife as well
as cosmopolitan nature has
accounted for the diversity that
the city has experienced over
the past couple of years.”

would love to see cities put diverse, positive role models to

abroad programs to give students more global perspectives,

We are also very certain that the way to true diversity is

both in secondary and post-secondary, settings, would be

through community; both the bringing together of smaller

hugely beneficial. However, even on a more local scale,

communities under one city identity, and the respect

we think schools need to broaden students’ horizons by

for individual, distinct communities. Many delegates

utilizing cities as a classroom, and to bring the vibrant,

suggested building multi-religion centers in communities,

diverse communities of a city into every school; some of

to allow people of different religions to both practice their

us suggested field trips to different neighbourhoods, while

own religions and also learn about other traditions, gain

others suggested implementing cultural cooking lessons for

exposure to different cultures, and understand the benefits of

students. We also suggest taking steps toward genuinely

tolerance and acceptance of other people. We’d like to see

flexible workdays that allowed people to work around their

diverse and funded sport clubs and teams, made accessible

daily duties, whether this means working around school

to immigrant and poor children. We’d like to see accessible

hours or religious obligations.

language centers or hubs as well. Some of us expressed
that religious leaders should play a greater role in teaching

use. There need to be simple government access points for
a forum for intercultural dialogue between governments and

policies.

groups in traditionally conservative and exclusive areas
like churches. Some of us suggested non-commercial cafés

citizens to work towards better policies. We also would
really like to see a system of participatory evaluation of

tolerance, and proposed that there be LGBTQ support

HOW CAN CITIES IMPROVE?

concerned citizens, and our city governments need to create

11S T

REACH OUT TO AT-RISK AND

where people could sit and talk without needing to pay, or

IMMIGRANT YOUTH

to bring cultures together, and setting up systems to fund

implementing city BBQs or food nights or cooking lessons

We also think we need to eliminate a lot of the penal

newcomers opening restaurants and create collaboration

policies that create racist and intolerant outcomes in our
cities, and create programs that assist people to upwards
mobility in their societies. Furthermore, we believe that

12

IMPLEMENT DIVERSITY AND MULTICULTURALISM

with current business owners.

INTO SCHOOL CURRICULUMS

Of course, not all of our suggestions could be fit in under

ST

change starts with young people; we suggest municipal

umbrella ideas. We think it is crucial that we have fair and

governments start mentorship programs to reach out to
at-risk and immigrant youth, and to incentivize municipal
contracts to create jobs for young people. We’d also like

equal representations of race, class, gender, religion, and

13S T

BRING TOGETHER DIFFERENT COMMUNITIES

opportunities for youth and governments to work together as

But above all, we want to make it clear that basic needs
(healthcare, childcare, housing, etc.) should be not only met

one united force, rather than two forces that are sometimes

but exceeded, and that as a first step, penal policies need to

at odds. We think there should be youth-lead municipal

be reformed, in order to allow everyone equal opportunity

government cabinets, and put youth representatives on

and therefore, to lead cities towards true equality.

every advisory board to the city. We’d like the diverse

42

other identities in our media, journalistic and otherwise.
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TOKYO

Youth are hard at work in
Hong Kong! This Asian city
currently has the lowest youth
unemployment rate – an
impressive 1.5%.

looks at the overall climate of
youth employment in a city and

Who ranked first last year?

40 CITIES TIE FOR FIRST INCLUDING: AMSTERDAM,
BANGKOK, BERLIN, BOGOTA & BOSTON

Youth Employment
Centers
Number Of New Jobs
Created In 2013
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MEXICO CITY
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DALLAS

TORONTO

CARACAS

measures the proactive tools and
mechanisms in place to combat

SHANGHAI

youth unemployment. Youth in our

BERLIN

2015 Urban Attitudes Survey gave

TOKYO

this Attribute an importance rating
of 8.52 out of 10 – placing it just

OBSERVATIONS

CHALLENGES

The top takeaways and things that
make us go "hmm"

According to our delegates, what are the
challenges youth face in employment?

The cities that top the Employment Attribute ranking have prioritized youth

When it comes to employment opportunities in cities, youth are at an

employment initiatives, many of them before the topic emerged as an

incredible disadvantage. First off, we are told that at the very least we

increasingly hot topic for youth in cities around the world. These top ranking

need one post-secondary degree to even be qualified to apply for most

cities are not specific; all support a high number of youth employment

jobs. Higher education also puts many youth at a disadvantage, since we

centres and are building the environment to create a high number of new

have unequal access to education, due to high costs of tuition, the risk of

jobs – leading to relatively low unemployment.

crippling student debt, and the price of student housing, and that’s only the

outside the top 5 most important

tip of the iceberg. We struggle with:

•

factors for youth in their cities.

•
EUROPE

•

ASIA/AUSTRALIA

•

USA/CANADA

nature of wages
Decreasing focus and interest in traditional industries
(eg. skill trades)
Lack of vocational orientation
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The top 5 cities for EMPLOYMENT in our
2015 YouthfulCities Index are:
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city, to us, means having meaningful employment; being
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IDEAS
How can cities create this ideal future?
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Paramount for youth and for other low income earners

SE

RV

is ensuring that the minimum wage is a livable wage

IC

everywhere. Everything else we want is impossible, after

ES

all, if we aren’t able to earn enough money to live on. Our
ideal cities contain clear pipelines in terms of employment:
stepping stones that are laid out so that we are not always

N

dreams turned out to be. A successfully employed youthful

N

TIO
CA

Y

Employment Attribute, it was almost sad how simple our

ILIT

When we discussed a vision for an ideal future in the

FI

EDU

What would an ideal future look like?
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EMPL

floundering; a system where a summer job or an internship
leads to proper job opportunities. Companies should
team up with post-secondary schools to establish bridging
programs between post-secondary education and local

able to go to work feeling positive about the day ahead;

growth industries that can supply new jobs. Internships

waking up with a purpose. We want to be able to have

should have defined outcomes, and no longer function as

challenging work on the side, not just jobs bussing tables

a system where we as young people have to put our faith

or working as cashiers, even when it’s only part-time

into an experience that may benefit us in no way. And

employment. We want the opportunity to have positive role

internships should be paid; we as youth are constantly

models and mentors. We think that employment creates

taken advantage of for our desperation for an entry point to

optimism, and we envisioned a world with paid-to-learn

the workforce. We are not demanding to be paid the same

co-ops, to develop skills for the future and network for our

wages as full-time employees, but we are people and our

careers without going broke in the process. We want to be

time and effort is worth something, and too often, we leave

paid fairly and treated equally in our jobs; we want a level

internships with our hands empty.

playing field and job mobility, and a reinvented application
process that isn’t a mindless, endless, hopeless crawl.
When we talk about mobility, we mean for everyone; we

that there needs to be more skill development education

Civics classes should start earlier-- it was suggested that

IGNACIO
SANTIAGO

in our schools; we are taught plenty of academic subjects,

they be mandatory from fifteen years of age on, so as to

but very few life skills, which can get us into a lot of trouble

better prepare young people for adulthood. Youth should

want ex-cons and juveniles to have chances to get back

once we enter the workforce and haven’t been taught how

also have access to networking events, especially within

on their feet, become entrepreneurs, and turn their lives

“[A typical student job is]
working at shops. For example,
if there is an event they will hire
young people to promote [it]. In
supermarkets, they’ll offer their
products and promote products.
It’s really well paid so people
like it. And you work only on
weekends, which is cool."

around. And we want a workforce without racism or
classism for anyone to worry about.

to write a strong resume, how to negotiate job contracts

educational institutes, both to have the opportunity to

or how to budget and balance finances, among plenty of

network and to have the chance to learn how to network, in

practical necessities.

a safe and controlled environment. In general, we believe

We want employers to look more at skills than at
experience; of course experience is important, but we now
find ourselves in an endless circle of needing experience to
get jobs but needing jobs to get employment, and we find
that this makes it incredibly difficult to find an entry point

HOW CAN CITIES IMPROVE?

into the workforce. Furthermore, as we are required to put
so much into our educations to even be competitive in the

11S T

PROMOTE PARTNERSHIPS BETWEEN EMPLOYERS

job market, we want the time and effort we put into our

AND POST-SECONDARY INSTITUTIONS

of qualifications. We think our cities should incentivize

academics to mean something beyond filling out a checklist
youth who are entering post secondary to enter areas
that are growth areas or show overall skill deficiencies.

12

ST

ENCOURAGE CAREERS IN GROWTH AREAS

We also think our cities need to make it micro by defining
employment areas and performing rolling reviews at
the neighbourhood level in order to evaluate micro-level
employment needs. This can help spread out job and

13S T

economic growth and contribute to the well-being of entire

RAISE LOCAL MINIMUM WAGE

city regions.
And last, but certainly not least, our cities will give free
transport tickets to slum residents, to at least lessen the
disadvantage they face in the job market, and to make
employment centers accessible to everyone.
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How cities perform on the individual indicators that make up the
FINANCIAL SERVICES attribute.
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Business Banking
Availability
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QUICK FACT
Moscow is not typically
known as the financial capital
of the world, but when it
comes to counting the number
of banks in the city, it far
outranks all others with an
impressive total of 541.

WASHINGTON

1S T

at the availability and accessibility
of banking and financial services

Who ranked first last year?
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The top 5 cities for FINANCIAL SERVICES
in our 2015 YouthfulCities Index are:
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and financial education for youth
in a city. Youth in our 2015 Urban

MUMBAI

Attitudes Survey gave this Attribute

NEW YORK CITY

an importance rating of 8.18 out of

LONDON

10 – placing it in the middle of the
pack of factors that youth think are
important in their cities.

OBSERVATIONS

CHALLENGES

The top takeaways and things that
make us go "hmm"

According to our delegates, what are the
challenges youth face in financial services?

Washington is the best city in the Index for personal and business banking

The topic of finance and financial services is a major area of concern for

(outranking New York and Singapore, which are typically considered

youth today. We all know that these are crucial life skills for us to have

financial hubs). But presence and accessibility don’t always go hand-in-

throughout our lives, and that being financially literate is necessary for us,

hand, especially for youth. Many cities can take a page from Moscow’s

now more than ever, given the ubiquity of credit and debt . Despite this,

(digital) book – the city leads the pack when it comes to accessibility by

however, most youth do not feel prepared to enter the financial world. This

providing more mobile and online banking opportunities than any other city

is for three main reasons:

•
•
•

in the Index.
Cities can also learn from India when it comes to Financial Services. As
a country, it places a high value on financial literacy, introducing children

Youth feel intimidated when dealing with financial decisions

knowledge. However, to address the smaller issues, we first have to address

mindset, it’s no surprise that New Delhi and Mumbai appear at the top

the big ones.

Financial Services Attribute ranking.

ASIA/AUSTRALIA

There are bureaucratic hurdles when accessing financial services

Of course there are many other issues that affect our personal financial

to the mechanics of budgets at an early age. As a result of this national

EUROPE

Financial literacy is not being taught in schools

USA/CANADA

HOW ALL 55 CITIES STACK UP

L AT I N A M E R I C A

The overall FINANCIAL SERVICES rankings
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How can cities create this ideal future?
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being for-profit institutions to nonprofits (think credit unions,
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on big banks. In fact, we envision banks moving away from
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In our vision for the future, we will no longer be dependent
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What would an ideal future look like?
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There will be multiple different sources of capital for youth,

AL

To create this vision, our cities need to start with education.

SE

RV

We think our municipal governments and educational

IC

boards need to introduce programs or regulation that make

ES

it mandatory to introduce financial literacy as early as
primary education. These can take the shape of lessons as
simple as introductions to personal budgeting and how to
use a bank account.
Our cities also need to embrace young entrepreneurs, by
working with financial institutions to promote lower ages
for individuals to set up business banking accounts (not
just personal savings accounts). And we think our cities

and these sources will be far more accessible than anything

need to find ways to make it simple, by collaborating with

we have today. We imagine youth-run financial institutions,

institutions and financial experts to build and offer simple

geared towards helping and teaching young people the

and easy-to-use personal budgeting tools and advice that’s

123s of personal finance. Everyone will have a bank

accessible where and how youth want to use it.

account; and having a bank account will be a no-frills
business, with less bureaucracy, and it will be based on
trust or vouching. Dealing with finance will be a fearless
affair; everyone be educated on financial responsibilities,
and people will make smart, educated decisions, rather
than walk on eggshells in fear that a lack of information
could prove financially devastating.

VAIBHAV
Delhi

There will be an increase in digital money and mobile
wallet systems; in today’s digital age, money has to be
quick and easy to manage, and rather than having to work
around layers and layers of bureaucracy and paperwork,

"It is no surprise to see Delhi
and Mumbai perform so well
in Financial Services. In recent
years, the Government of India
and the Reserve Bank have
pushed for greater Financial
Inclusion. Services like No-Frills
Bank Accounts and Technology
Integration are direct results of
the measures introduced by the
Reserve Bank to make banking
more accessible to the masses."

youth will be early adopters and adapt quickly to
technological innovations in the area of personal finance.
The way money is exchanged will change as well; in all
areas of work, wages will be based on time put in, and
would serve more as a skills exchange than as a socially
acceptable form of exploitation. Cities will accept diverse
forms of credit such as digital currency, time, skills, cash
and card, and these will be accepted for low payments as
well. There will be alternative ways for youth to build credit,
with courses or with time, and people will have universally
transferrable credit scores.
There will be more diverse financial products; financial
services are predictable with exchange rates. Everyone

HOW CAN CITIES IMPROVE?
11S T

12S T

will have digital funds, and there will be little to no need
for physical banks. Some of us imaged a one card

INTRODUCE FINANCIAL LITERACY
PROGRAMS IN SCHOOLS
MAKE BUSINESS BANKING EASIER
FOR YOUNG ENTREPRENEURS

payment method; an ID, of sorts (like a university Student
ID that doubles as a meal card) which could be used as
a universal form of payment and would thus eliminate the

13S T

need for currency exchange.

50

CREATE SIMPLE ROUTES FOR
ADVICE AND TOOLS
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How cities perform on the individual indicators that make up the
EDUCATION attribute.
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Post-Secondary
Institutionsp
IC

ES

It’s clear that Warsaw
places a high value on
education. The city has 170
post-secondary institutions –
or one institution for every
10,000 people!

BOGOTA

1S T

the accessibility and affordability

Who ranked first last year?

BOGOTA

TEHRAN

MEXICO CITY

WASHINGTON

BOSTON

Student Housing

CASABLANCA,
RIO DE JANEIRO &
SAO PAULO

JAKARTA

TEHRAN

Student Debt

13 CITIES TIE FOR FIRST INCLUDING: BUENOS AIRES, CAIRO,
CARACAS, CASABLANCA & DUBAI

Full-Time Undergrad
Enrollmentp

According to our delegates, what are the
challenges youth face in education?

Affordability and accessibility of education speak volumes when it comes to

In an increasingly global, competitive workforce, education is one of

building more youthful cities. Cities with open or very low cost universities,

the most important factors in young people's lives, and is often one of

of 10 – placing it in the middle of

across all regions, perform better in the Education Attribute ranking.

the biggest challenges we face. As Global Delegates, our educational

the pack of factors that youth think

Harvard, MIT, Boston University – the list goes on. Well known as a hub for

experiences varied from place-to-place, but we still saw the current reality of

an importance rating of 8.43 out

BERLIN
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BUENOS AIRES

The top takeaways and things that
make us go "hmm"
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The top 5 cities for EDUCATION in our
2015 YouthfulCities Index are:
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the education system as massively flawed:

postsecondary education, it’s no surprise that Boston performs well on the

are important in their cities.

•
•

Education Attribute. However the city’s performance is more a product of
the high number of institutions and students, and much less a result of the
economic accessibility of these institutions.

•
•

EUROPE

•

ASIA/AUSTRALIA

Unaffordable and inaccessible;
Severely lacking support, from special needs education to child care
services for student mothers;
Lacking of proper housing and transit;
School curriculums are very restrictive and rigid and put many students
at a disadvantage, and;
we have little to no support when it comes to the transition between
attending school and entering the workforce.

We were unanimous in our verdict: things need to change.

USA/CANADA

HOW ALL 55 CITIES STACK UP

L AT I N A M E R I C A

The overall EDUCATION rankings

MIDDLE EAST
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conceived an more progressive education system. Our
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How can cities create this ideal future?
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We didn’t just dream big, though; we were equipped and

SE

RV

ready with many specific ideas about how to implement

IC

change. We had a lot to say about the affordability of

ES

education; we all agree that it is an issue that must be
addressed, but the suggestions we came up with came from

N
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conviction: things can change. Just as easily as we
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We were also unanimous in a much more optimistic
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many different angles. We know that our cities need to
work toward establishing post-secondary education options
that are accessible and affordable for all youth. This means
building more low-cost options, or even open education
models, for students. Some of us were firm in the belief that

vision was one of hope: in our future vision, change will be

universities should be free and funded by governments.

allowed to happen. And we don’t just want changes and

Some of us searched for a compromise of sorts, like co-op

reforms decided by some nameless, faceless bureaucratic

or work-study programs in which a percentage (say, 10%)

force; we will have a voice in our school systems, and will

of students’ wages went straight to their tuitions. Others

have real agency in our own education. Every student will

suggested public-private partnerships, with the government

have the freedom to choose the direction of our learning,

taking responsibility, which would make education

rather than living in a system that shuffles all students along

accessible and equitable. These lower cost alternatives not

the same path, for the most part regardless of personal
interests and skills.

marginalized populations, for example, through indigenous

Our future cities will have inclusive educational policies,

history, knowledge, and representation. And knowledge

since not everyone has the same lifestyle; student mothers,
part-time employees, competitive athletes, long distance
commuters, religious minorities, and all others will have
the opportunity to pursue their education without being put
at a disadvantage because of their other responsibilities.

collaborate with corporations for internships, co-ops,

time students with a housing subsidy.

thinking, mindfulness, and emotional intelligence will be

and job opportunities, and we need to start taking real

We suggested that the makeup of classrooms could be

steps towards making sure interns are gaining real work

changed through small steps: we think smaller class

experience and being paid, rather than simply serving as

sizes should be implemented to increase one-on-one

fodder for a resume and a recommendation letter. Career-

teacher-student communication - which requires a greater

better student housing, more competitive teachers who are

readiness and civic engagement initiatives should start

investment, but shows a high rate of return on investment

motivated and recognized for their work, but also held

being implemented as early as elementary school. Jakub

- and to individualize education; in a similar vein, people

accountable through student feedback and the abolishment

has pointed out that career-readiness and entrepreneurial

suggested decreasing workloads in schools, both to

of tenure. We will have regulated internships; in just one

education courses are being introduced to primary and

increase actual student-teacher interaction in the classroom

example of the discontent in the world of interns, Jakub

“Quito offers a variety of
postsecondary education,
including technical schools, a
variety of undergraduate and
professional degrees as well
as masters and PhD programs,
with the additional asset of
having great on site studies for
research – especially in biorelated science, in the world's
most bio diverse country.”

Public and private schools alike could and should

collaborating with student groups in order to provide full-

to education. In terms of logistics, our future world has

SANTIAGO
QUITO

emphasize teamwork over competition between classmates.

that cities and schools need to support student living by

technological literacy will be introduced early-on; critical

In our perfect future, money will no longer be a determinant

defined by a number grade; and we want our schools to

order to lower overall rates of student debt. We also think

role models will be visible to all students. Media and

pedagogical models, by teaching the histories of

be abolished along with the very idea that worth can be

promote the merits of studying at lower cost universities in

studies will become everyday studies, and strong women

taught at a younger age.

needs to be changed as well; people suggested that rubrics

are very obvious hierarchies of institutions, cities should

and education will no longer be gendered; women’s

Our schools will right the wrongs of past, oppressive

duties outside of school. We think the grading system

only need to exist, but need to be promoted. Where there

secondary schools in countries such as Finland and

and to make education more accessible to people with

Hlávka, local Los Angeles YouthfulCities representative,

Cyprus. We talked about how schools could benefit from
inverting power relationships in classrooms, and how we

said: “A significant portion of internships in Europe and

want schools to place a greater emphasis on encouraging

HOW CAN CITIES IMPROVE?

the United States are unpaid, even those offered by
government offices in big cities such as Washington D.C.,

extracurriculars.
And as for the less academically-minded students?

London and Prague.”
Technology will disrupt unequal access to quality education

11S T

through platforms such as the Khan Academy and

Schools could start taking steps toward unconventional,

PROMOTE LOWER-COST OPTIONS

experiential learning, outside the traditional system; cities
could become part of the classroom. Vocational orientation

MOOCs. We envision youth centres becoming hubs of

could become part of school curriculums as well. We also

informal education, shared between people from all walks
of life. Non-academic titles would be recognized, and
valued just like academic titles, without stigma or bias, and

12S T

think there should be greater opportunities for students to

CREATE MORE LOWER-COST OPTIONS

learn in informal educational settings, from people without
academic titles; preferably, in platforms where money

borders would not affect degrees and certifications; no one

doesn’t need to be exchanged. Overall, though, we agreed

would have to lose their life’s work to relocate. Jakub and
many other delegates have lived and studied in a number
of cities, benefiting our overall vision; a benefit that many

that the education system needed to follow the 6 Cs:

13S T

SUPPORT STUDENT HOUSING

character education, citizenship, communication, critical
thinking, collaboration, and creativity.

fewer people could enjoy just a few decades ago.
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How cities perform on the individual indicators that make up the
ENTREPRENEURSHIP attribute.
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QUICK FACT
The US is a haven for young
entrepreneurs! There is no
minimum age requirement
for registering a business in
Miami, LA. or San Francisco.

MIAMI

Age At Which You Can
Register A Business

LAGOS

measures the entrepreneurial
culture fostered in a city. Youth in

Who ranked first last year?

our 2015 Urban Attitudes Survey
gave this Attribute an importance
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rating of 8.41 out of 10 – placing it
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in the middle of the pack of factors
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that youth think are important in
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OBSERVATIONS

CHALLENGES

The top takeaways and things that
make us go "hmm"

According to our delegates, what are the
challenges youth face in entrepreneurship?

Despite the dominance of US cities, the Entrepreneurship scene in Latin

We all know that entrepreneurship is a buzzword today. So many young

America is also heating up. Mexico City, Lima, and Santiago are quickly

people are creating start-ups, and so often these start-ups are driven by

becoming start-up hubs, occupying three of the spots in the top 10 spots

great ideas, and while there are some amazing success stories, there are

in this Attribute ranking.

also a large number of challenges we face in the realm of entrepreneurship:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Despite Africa's challenging business environment, Lagos is one of the top

their cities.

5 cities for Entrepreneurship. Why? The high penetration of Internet and
mobile technologies (70%) has set the foundation for young entrepreneurs –
it is currently the city with the most early-stage entrepreneurial activity.
Total early-stage entrepreneurial activity is highly stratified by region and
generally shows that the less developed a region, the higher the score –

EUROPE

Lack of funding resources
Huge number of regulations for creating new businesses
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Attribute. We’re not surprised. Since the best (and most successful) startups
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overall. Every city will have a network of incubators
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it-- there are plenty of things that we can do. First off, we
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can recognize social entrepreneurs in different communities
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with awards or events to create role models; we have to
change the social concept that entrepreneurship is not a
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viable career path, and we have to help forge networking
connections so that the world of entrepreneurship can
become more of a community on its own. We have to try
and create safe spaces for entrepreneurs to experiment
and push innovation, and we need to introduce an

and accelerators, which will make innovation and

entrepreneurial approach to school curriculums.

entrepreneurship a sustainable part of developing our

Experiential learning should be taught and encouraged

futures. Niche communities will be branded so as to make

from early ages. We could start to implement “innovation

skills and resources more accessible. In this future, there will

labs” in high schools for students to engage in informal

be self-sustainable community hubs that promote individual

learning, and we could give students managing roles in the

development in youth, accessible data for startups, and

classroom to ensure a self-starting spirit. The development

easy access to one on one mentorship; rather than being

of entrepreneurs and innovators starts at a young age, after

a matter of striking out into the unknown, the world of

predetermined paths, but rather leave room for students to

all, and we need to foster that creativity and inspiration

forge new territory and find new ways of accomplishing

as best we can. We need to help create connections for

their goals. There will be increased financial services for

young entrepreneurs; we think cities could collaborate with

youth; youth-run start-ups will not be a joke or viewed as a

the biggest local employers and post-secondary institutions

failure waiting to happen, but will instead be viewed as a

in order to create a coordinated system where current

engage in cross-disciplinary environments; and we really

viable opportunity that has to be supported and that could

and prospective entrepreneurs can tap into the relevant

think that curricula and school programs need to have more

Entrepreneurship will be part of the education system;

make a difference in our cities. There will be government

knowledge and networks – whether they’re working on the

transparency.

students will have opportunities to be creative in schools,

incentives for youth start-ups and for entrepreneurship, and

business plan, or seeking, funding, or building prototypes.

We think cities need to foster incubation by collaborating

and to learn how to follow through on ideas, how to

there will be increased accountability for for educational

Programs and courses in universities that cross geographic

with the biggest local employers to develop incubation

network, and how to take a vision and turn in into a

entrepreneurship institutions. Changes will have been made

boundaries could be implemented and expanded even

spaces for young entrepreneurs, where they can seek

reality. There will be cross-disciplinary programs to

to local and municipal legislation to allow entrepreneurial

within classes, and there should be more opportunity to

work space, mentoring, and logistical support to get their

enhance innovation and to match skillsets; the education

access for youth.

business off the ground. There should start being public-

The idea of failure in entrepreneurship will be eliminated;

private partnerships sponsoring social entrepreneurs

entrepreneurship will involve successful innovators giving
back to the community by helping others seeking to follow
in their footsteps. Social entrepreneurs in all sorts of
different communities will be celebrated and recognized to
create role models.

system will not be a matter of having students follow in

there will be more safe spaces for social entrepreneurs to
experiment, and there will be greater appreciation for value

funding outside of traditional crowdsourcing, and there

OSCAR
SAN FRANCISCO

entrepreneurship is often focused on cities and the problems
within, and we should all be invested in improving our

or mission driven ventures, where money is not the measure
of success or exchange. There will be a marketplace for

to tackle issues relevant to a local area; after all,

HOW CAN CITIES IMPROVE?
11S T

will be alternative forms of finance for community based

CREATE INCUBATION SPACES FOR

cities. We think that our cities should increase the number

YOUNG ENTREPRENEURS

businesses and startups, so that taking early steps towards

of mixed-use development spaces for small to medium size
entrepreneurship is more of an evident trajectory. The

social opportunity. There will be free public access to
data that supports entrepreneurs; everyone will have the

"I consider myself an entrepreneur and if
I lived in another city I would not have the
same opportunities. There are so many
things going on and so many talented people
everywhere that it is impossible to not get
inspired. Nobody is ever satisfied with just
working a 9-5 [job]; everyone has something
interesting on the side to tell you about."

resources to make educated and informed decisions about

12

CREATE CLEAR, ACCESSIBLE OUTLINES

process for opening a new business in the city needs to be

FOR HOW TO OPEN A BUSINESS

on the city website and through other communication

ST

entrepreneurship and innovation, and people of all ages

outlined clearly, and made accessible to business owners
channels. We also think that our societies need to obliterate

will have increased confidence to start a business.

13S T

the success bias-- there need to be systems in place for

CREATE CONNECTIONS BETWEEN

crowdsourcing and for sharing best practices and failures,

ENTREPRENEURS AND POST-SECONDARY

and these systems need to be supported and expanded

INSTITUTIONS TO FOSTER MENTORSHIP

acquiring funding; and we need to design systems for seed

until they are thought just as valid as any other method of
funding to incentivize growth.
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How cities perform on the individual indicators that make up the
AFFORDABILITY attribute.
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Rental Housing

TEHRAN

BERLIN

MONTREAL

QUICK FACT

Gini Coefficient

BERLIN

DUBAI & KARACHI

CAIRO

Both Dubai and Hong Kong
are a shopper’s paradise –
both cities have 0%
consumption tax!

Cost Of One Prepaid
Cellular Minute

BERLIN

DETROIT

ROME

Food - Cost Of 12 Eggs

DETROIT

CHICAGO

DALLAS

Monthly Transit Pass

TEHRAN

LAGOS

BOSTON

Price Per Square Meter
To Buy An Apartment

BEIRUT

DETROIT

MOSCOW

Tube Of Toothpaste Cost

BERLIN

MONTREAL

LOS ANGELES

CHALLENGES

The top takeaways and things that
make us go "hmm"

According to our delegates, what are the
challenges youth face in affordability?

In a perfect storm of affordability, low housing costs and a relatively

Affordability is one of the biggest challenges we face in our cities. Cities are

high minimum wage combine to make Montreal the most affordable

amazing places for youth to live, for so many reasons, but there are major

2015 Urban Attitudes Survey gave

city in the Index.

problems we struggle with everyday:

this Attribute an importance rating

Generally, the cities that rank the highest on this Attribute have relatively

measures everything from economic
inequality to cost of living, to

PARIS

consumption tax rates. Youth in our

BERLIN
ROME

•
•

low GINI scores (income inequality) and relatively high minimum wages.

of 8.77 out of 10 – making it the

•

second most important factor for
youth in their cities.

Salaries are too low in relation to living costs;
We have to compromise economic stability in order to get an
education or start a business;
Formal education is inaccessible,

•
•

As youth, we spend more time worrying about our economic stability and

USA/CANADA

not enough time focusing on building our futures, and therefore the future

HOW ALL 55 CITIES STACK UP

L AT I N A M E R I C A
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The top 5 cities for AFFORDABILITY in
our 2015 YouthfulCities Index are:
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livable minimum income; it’s ridiculous that people can
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ends meet. Since many of our cost of living calculations
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are tied to a city’s minimum wage, increasing minimum
wage is the most direct way to increase the affordability of
a city for young people. We need a society that supports
and enables job mobility, where young people can start
at an entry level position and know that they’re going

this future, as young working people, we will actually be

to have chances to move up and onwards if they work

able to afford to live in cities. We want to be able to take

hard and perform well. We need taxation that delivers

part in our cities and our culture, and not just have to fight

adequate services, and transparency over the distribution

to survive in them. We will have a clear understanding of

and impact of tax dollars, the most important services

how public money is spent. We will have financial stability

being universal healthcare, public transit, education, and

for students; our communities tell us that they encourage

the maintenance of infrastructure. We think cities should

post-secondary education and respect those of us who

offer student discounts on costly public transit fares in order

pursue degrees, and we think it’s time they put their money
where their mouths are.

We want our cities to be affordable, regardless of life

to make it more affordable for students to move around

stage. The need for affordable healthy food came up more

the city. Monthly transit passes eat up a large chunk of

than once; again, it’s fine for our cities to tell us that health

monthly budgets for students – it’s not cheap to get around!

is a priority, but it’s awfully hypocritical to be criticized for

We’d like more of our tax dollars to go toward community

not making healthy choices when we quite literally can’t

development, so that a lot less can eventually go toward

We think cities should encourage home ownership by

afford or access food options that are good for us. Some of

crime prevention and punishment.

incentivizing young people to enter the housing market by
working with higher level governments to set aside funds

us envision a correlation between tax rate and income, so

KENNETH
DETROIT

that the system didn’t seem balanced against those making

for first-time homebuyers, or helping with mortgages, or

HOW CAN CITIES IMPROVE?

lower wages. Others among us dreamed of a future with

by establishing breaks on interest rates for youth trying
to enter the market. We’d like our cities to implement

greater access to start-up capital, especially for young

"As Detroit rebounds from the
2009 US housing crisis and
losing 2/3 of its population over
the past few decades, there is
an abundance of affordable
housing in the city. The large
swaths of abandoned industrial
properties have begun to
attract artists, makers and
entrepreneurs in search of lowcost live/work spaces."

people, and a culture where it was okay to make mistakes
and fail, where a single failure didn’t define your life;

affordable housing; shelter should be accessible for the

11

ST

INCREASE LOCAL MINIMUM WAGE

lowest income earners among us. An 80/20 standard
should apply, where 20% of all housing stock is developed

and a few of us suggested imagining “a society beyond

to be below-market rent housing. Some of us suggested

capitalism,” where our lives are not determined by a zero

that we separate security from ownership, and explore

sum game, and where people who don’t or can’t contribute
productively to our cities are still entitled to be able to live.

12S T

sharing economies and shared land interests. Many people

ENCOURAGE HOME OWNERSHIP

brought up social procurement - with just one reason being
that this development model facilitates a triple bottom line

13S T

accounting framework, with social, environmental and

OFFER STUDENT DISCOUNTS

financial all being privileged. A few among us wanted
to change consumption behaviours through new, radical

FOR TRANSIT PASSES

education programs. But most importantly, we want a say
in the way our money is taxed and spent in our cities.
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It’s time to party in Lebanon!
Beirut is home to 438
nightclubs – second only
to New York.

the availability of music-based
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CHALLENGES

The top takeaways and things that
make us go "hmm"

According to our delegates, what are the
challenges youth face in music?

No surprises here: New York, London, Buenos Aires, Paris and Berlin are

The world of music in cities is not an easy one to navigate. Of course, that’s

cultural capitals of the musical world.

not the case if you want to listen to music--there’s music everywhere in cities,

of 10 – placing it in the lower

New York is the indisputable musical capital of the world, home to many of

from big arena concerts to live bands at bars to street performers. If you

middle of the pack when it comes

the major record labels. Even with high urban density (and minimal open

Youth in our 2015 Urban Attitudes
Survey gave this Attribute an
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How cities perform on the individual indicators that make up the
MUSIC attribute.

importance rating of 7.77 out

want to be a musician, though, you’re going to face a lot of challenges,
including:

space), it still manages to have the highest number or nightclubs and the

to factors that youth think are

•
•
•

2nd highest number of music festivals. New Yorkers know how to work with

important in their cities.

small spaces.

Stigma against music as a legitimate career
Lack of funding for formal and informal music education
Regulations and norms that inhibit and exploits new talent

The world of music is changing rapidly; with social media platforms
abound, the music industry is more accessible than ever. The floodgates
are open; now, however, it’s up to young musicians to figure out how to

EUROPE

distinguish themselves from the masses.

ASIA/AUSTRALIA
USA/CANADA
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The overall MUSIC rankings
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P L AY

be used as a form of cultural diplomacy, a way of bringing

How can cities create this ideal future?
SP
AC

E

To access this ideal future, music education and incubators
have to be introduced everywhere in cities, and be
available to anyone, through schools, community centres,
and the like. We encourage cities to have mandates to
promote local content in media and to create scales;
we believe that cities should support their musicians.
Community centres could be used to promote local talent.
We think cities should provide open information to promote

people together and sharing an art we all appreciate.

the local music scene, by listing all nightclubs, bars, and

Music will be celebrated, and not be used as a tool to

concert venues in the city with all relevant facts (capacity,

discriminate; there will not be classism and racism keeping

type of liquor license, etc.) We’d also like to see our cities

genres of music apart, but genres will not be appropriated

encourage small-scale, neighbourhood music festivals

with no respect for their history, either, and no form of

with room to grow. Cultural diplomacy initiatives could

music will embrace the perpetuation of misogyny or

be started by bringing foreign artists together, to share

homophobia. There will be more opportunities and funding

and create, and to serve as a bridge between cultures,

for music education and development; access to music

languages, and countries. And respected musicians could

classes and lessons won’t be a mark of wealth or social

spearhead the campaign for music funding for schools and

status, but will be a staple in the education of all children,

for young students, as living proof that music is a legitimate

and will be available to anyone who has a passion for

career and, more importantly, that music is an essential part

music. And music can be used for social change. It’s a fact

of any community.

that music can bring people together, can change views

LINA
NEW YORK CITY

and fight intolerance, can even serve as a form of therapy
or reassurance; in the future, music will be used to its full
power and potential.

“Based on NYC's wealth of cultural
diversity the music fusion possibilities
are endless. For insiders, the
performance venues are nearly endless.
The scene may be very competitive but it
sure is raw and real!”

HOW CAN CITIES IMPROVE?
11S T

12S T

13S T
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Not only does London have
the most film festivals (80 –
sorry LA!), it's also host to
at least six that are geared
specifically to young people:
Screentest: The National
Student Film Festival, Animate
The World, BFI Film Fest,
British Student Film Fest,
Cinematique! Student Film
Fest, and the Kingston Arts
London Student Fest (KALSF).
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The top takeaways and things that
make us go "hmm"

According to our delegates, what are the
challenges youth face in film?

Results paint a picture of emerging film capitals outside the expected

In the world of film today, young filmmakers face a lot of different

favorites, including London, Detroit and Berlin – demonstrating that

challenges in their various cities. Film is such a beautiful medium for

of 10 – placing it in the bottom 5

Hollywood's reign might soon be challenged.

self-expression and discovery, and yet it often feels as though youth are

when it comes to factors that youth

Detroit emerges as a surprise city on this list – a hidden gem when it comes

separated from the filmmaking industry and process due to:

film-based entertainment options
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How cities perform on the individual indicators that make up the
FILM attribute.
P

in a city. Youth in our 2015 Urban
Attitudes Survey gave this Attribute

BERLIN

an importance rating of 7.59 out

TORONTO
CHICAGO

•

to Film. This is due to its relatively low cost movie tickets and its highest

think are important in their cities.

overall cinema seats per capita.

Knowledge and marketing strategies for both local and international
cinematography – young filmmakers find it very difficult to break into
the US-centric world of film, as most big ticket or well-received films
are American

•

rendering it near impossible for youth to gain the experience to even

EUROPE

contend for this funding

•

ASIA/AUSTRALIA
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of film distribution with diverse, multicultural content

How can cities create this ideal future?
SP
AC

E

We think that creating a network of cineclubs, also known
as film societies or film clubs, and smaller viewing venues
would make a massive difference in the situations of
young filmmakers. For example, in Mexico, a growing
number of cineclubs has enabled local films to have a more
successful run in cinemas. As cineclubs are very interested
in having bigger audiences and filmmakers are eager to
have their films shown, some are planning their “National

available. There will be more democratizing film venues,

Independent Premiers,” including some commercial

like public spaces, so that the kinds of films people have

screening rooms, but also adding cineclubs and smaller

access to is less controlled by the money side of the

viewing venues in places they would have not been able

industry. There will be more thematic screenings and

to reach otherwise. This dynamic forces the cineclub to

intersectional art forms with film, live performances,

really make noise, as they benefit from the press made for

painting, architecture, and so on; film will not be separate

commercial screening, and because their schedules are

from other art forms, but rather will work with other arts to

more flexible, meaning they are able to do Q&A with crew

create greater multiplatform works.

and cast of the film. As a result, the average audience for

Funding for young entrepreneurs in cinema will be

Mexican Films has had a small but sensitive growth in the

accessible, and there will be clear entry points for youth

past couple of years. We also think there should be more

filmmakers; for how to get funding, how to distribute films,

programs to help build networks for young filmmakers,

and so on. There will be a nourished and professional

to form connections with mentors, producers, and other

‘cineclub’—a network that enables national and

VERENA
BERLIN

international lesser-known films to enter the local market.
There will be a crowd funded distribution system that
engages youth and audiences in a more direct way. The

people in the film industry.
Another great option for cities would be to provide
access to small film screenings or film festivals. This
would be a great way for local filmmakers with smaller

word ‘entertainment’ will no longer apply only to big-

“Berlin is a real paradise for film lovers! No
matter if you like small independent cinemas
or big open air screens, Japanese art-house
or Bollywood, velvet armchair seats or hidden
pop-up cinemas – you will find something
you like in one of the over 90 movie theaters.
As a city with a long history in filming and
producing movies, around 300 films are shot
here every year. Young talent and established
professionals can show their work at one of
the many film festivals, the Berlinale being
the most famous one. Every year in February
movie aficionados from around the world
flock to Berlin to attend the biggest public film
festival of the world! The queues in front of
the ticket counter are legendary and part of
the experience.”

budget, commercial films, because a much larger variety of
film will be available to the casual viewer, and audiences
can truly decide what they find entertaining as individuals.

70

budgets to gain some exposure, and for communities and
neighbourhoods to support their local filmmakers, and
discover the talent in their areas.

HOW CAN CITIES IMPROVE?
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CREATE CINEMA CLUBS
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HELP YOUNG FILMMAKERS NETWORK
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PROMOTE SMALL, LOCAL FILM FESTIVALS
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Berlin has been dubbed
Europe's graffiti capital, and
is second only to New York
City when it comes to graffiti.
Priesterweg, possibly the
most famous legal graffiti
wall in Berlin, is open to the
public Monday to Friday after
1500h. The city welcomes
artists to make their mark, so
long as it's during open hours.
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How cities perform on the individual indicators that make up the
CREATIVE ARTS attribute.

Attribute an importance rating of

JOHANNESBURG

7.74 out of 10 – placing it in the

TORONTO

lower middle of the pack when it

OBSERVATIONS

CHALLENGES

The top takeaways and things that
make us go "hmm"

According to our delegates, what are the
challenges youth face in creative arts?

An impressive 41 out of 55 cities in the Index recognize graffiti as an

Cities and artists exist in give and take relationships. As long as there have

artistic expression and have designated and protected city walls specifically

been cities, artists have helped define them. The world of art today would

for the activity. Yet not all cities have embraced this art form – graffiti

be unrecognizable if it weren’t for the classic novels, paintings, sculptures,

continues to be illegal in London and is considered a destructive sub-culture.

compositions, and plays that have created regional canons we are familiar
with today. Cities themselves are also identified by their great artists. While

comes to factors that youth think

we are in a new age, both with regards to cities and the arts, young artists

are important in their cities.

are no less crucial to the identity of their cities. However, artists struggle with
some crucial challenges, the most essential of which are:

•

There is an undervaluing of art

EUROPE

•

There is an underfunding of art

ASIA/AUSTRALIA

•

There is inequality to the accessibility of art

USA/CANADA
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Our future cities will show an increase in funding for the

IC

How can cities create this ideal future?
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To create this future, there are things that need to change.
There needs to be art education curriculum reform; art
isn’t an extracurricular or an elective, but rather a central
part to an education, and enriches lives even for students
who don’t plan on pursuing the arts. There also needs
to be mandated equal distribution of art spaces in all
communities; it shouldn’t just be wealthy neighborhoods
that can access studios and rehearsal space. Art should

creative arts, since investing in young artists is investing

not be a space for classism and elitism. We’d like to see

in cities. We will never know the incredible things we’re

global and local skills exchange, so that people can share

capable of if we can never afford to do them. There will

what they know and what they’ve learned in an informal

exist affordable spaces in our cities for artists to produce

environment without money needed to pass hands. We

their works. Our cities will be premised on the idea that

also suggest city art councils and government and private

reserving a space for a performance or a studio for

sectors for innovative funding models. We’d like to see

rehearsal is not a luxury but instead a practical necessity

initiatives to bring the arts to at-risk youth, or people of all

to be able to do our work. There will also be improvements

ages with mental or physical disabilities. The arts could

in the education surrounding creative arts, since they

serve as a form of therapy for people suffering depression,

do require education and training. Creative arts will be

anxiety, or trauma. We’d also like to see municipal spaces

conceived of not just as a career, but a form of therapy,

specifically for graffiti artists, so that these artists can be

and a way of reaching out to at-risk youth.

supported and gain recognition for a skill that is usually
TOYA
JOHANNESBURG

practiced illegally. All of this would help create spaces
where instead of being an afterthought, the creative arts
are central to cities, to communities, to youth and to the
interplay between them.

“The Jozi youth thrive on setting themselves
apart in style and artistic flair whether in
graffiti, sculptures or handmade African
jewelry. There are street vendors from all
over Africa, where one is guaranteed to
find the most unique translations and mixes
of art. Bear in mind that Johannesburg is
the cradle of the Liberation struggle [within
South Africa], and most of the artists have
protestant tendencies when it come to their art
– it's [created] to make a mark, prove a point,
enlighten, challenge conventional ideologies,
and to be noticed.”
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the extent to which a city supports
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The top takeaways and things that
make us go "hmm"

According to our delegates, what are the
challenges youth face in fashion?

New York solidifies its spot as the global fashion capital, and now holds

Fashion is a major part of life in any city. It’s a part of self-expression,

the title as the best city for young designers, coming out on top in the young

identity, and a way of distinguishing oneself while surrounded by millions

Urban Attitudes Survey gave this

designer scale.

of people. It’s crucial to everyone, whether we are creating, selling, or

Attribute an importance rating

Quito and Johannesburg (tied at 11th in this Attribute ranking) emerge

consuming fashion. Given its important role in daily life, there are a few

young fashion designers through
incubators or showcases geared

PARIS

toward youth. Youth in our 2015

JOHANNESBURG
TORONTO

challenges we face in regards to the fashion attribute:

as regional hubs for fashion. Both cities show great support for the local

of 7.14 out of 10 – making it the

industry by showcasing 21 young designers at each city's fashion week.

least important factor for youth
in their cities.
EUROPE
ASIA/AUSTRALIA

No social mobility

•

No real definition of fashion

•

Fetishization of thinness

•

Ethics of production

interact with each other.

HOW ALL 55 CITIES STACK UP
The overall FASHION rankings.
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How can cities create this ideal future?
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To create this perfect future, a lot of things will have
to happen. First of all, we will have to stop promoting
unhealthy and unrealistic body standards; designers will
need to start selling a wider variety of sizes, rather than
adhering to a culture of body shaming by forcing shoppers
of a certain size to go to plus-sized stores or to not buy
clothes by the designers they love, and both fashion houses
and magazines will need to use models of all sizes and

be open to people of all sizes, and the industry will no

proportions, so that we can stop equating beauty and size

longer drive people to harm their bodies in pursuit of

to thinness and thinness alone. We will need to implement

body proportions that are often unrealistic. Fashion and

sustainability teaching in fashion design, and our cities

fashion journalism will be open to everyone; there will be

need to start creating firm laws against importing goods

partnerships between big corporations and design schools.

manufactured in sweatshops. We want our cities to create

The production of fashion will be much more ethical, and

a local platform to extend sales abroad, and to give space

there will be enforced laws banning the import of goods

for young designers at airports; presence in the fashion

manufactured in sweatshops. Cities will be at a close

industry should not be regulated by age or class, and youth

proximity to manufacturing hubs. Cities will also be much

should be allowed roles in the fashion industry beyond just

more multicultural in the realms of fashion; fashion from all

modeling. Cities should incentivize local retailers to carry

cultures will be appreciated without being appropriated,

and promote local designers to use locally sourced textiles

and it will be possible to be fashionable without
compromising cultural or religious rules about clothing.
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ZELDA
HONG KONG

and local design processes, in order to build and promote
the design character of the region. We want to connect
more business with young fashion entrepreneurs. We’d like
to see our cities partner with post-secondary institutions in

“Highly connected and
open, Hong Kong is an international
hub of fashion information, talent and
trade. And let's not forget the history of
Hong Kong's as a prosperous clothing
manufacturer – [the foundation that] wove
its fashion industry today.”

order to encourage young designers to use locally sourced
textiles and local design processes, in order to build and
promote the design character of the region. Aspiring
fashion bloggers need support as well; we want to increase
interest within the media for startups, such as blogs, or
publications that focus solely on local design.

HOW CAN CITIES IMPROVE?
11S T

12S T

13S T

PROMOTE HEALTHY BODY
IMAGES IN FASHION
INCENTIVIZE LOCAL RETAILERS TO CARRY AND
PROMOTE YOUNG LOCAL DESIGNERS
IMPLEMENT SUSTAINABILITY TEACHING
IN FASHION DESIGN
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Moscow has 80 professional
sporting facilities – more than
double the next closest city!

degree to which cities create an
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CHALLENGES

The top takeaways and things that
make us go "hmm"

According to our delegates, what are the
challenges youth face in sports?

High minimum wages in Europe help ensure that sports equipment and

Sports are such a crucial part of our lives, and hold so much promise.

gyms in these regions are the most accessible (based on the cost of these

Unfortunately, though, they are often not treated as though they are

facilities and equipment. Youth in

items relative to the minimum wage.)

fundamental parts of our cities, even though they are. There are a huge

our 2015 Urban Attitudes Survey

Cities with tighter state control (Moscow, Dubai, Shanghai, Tehran) have a

number of barriers to sports in our cities:

– whether by hosting professional
teams and facilities or by ensuring

DALLAS

affordable access to amateur

CHICAGO
TORONTO

•

greater number of professional sporting facilities.

gave this Attribute an importance
rating of 7.62 out of 10 – placing

•

it in the bottom 5 least important
factors for youth in their cities.
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Physical Barriers
•
•
•

Financial Barriers
•
•
•
•
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Affordability of playing sports
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Because sports are such a global experience, rather than
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cities everywhere. There should be public parks with
no age limits and free workout tools, to make exercise
accessible and to forge communities of people of all ages
and skill levels, where healthy encouragement is fostered
and there is no judgment of different abilities. It was

imagining a vision for the future, we could look to the

suggested that athletic companies, like Nike or adidas,

best practices in cities and combine them together. In

teach classes at schools or sponsor teams or competitions

Toronto, the dead concrete under an elevated highway

for young people. There also needs to be an emphasis

was turned into a park, used by skaters and basketball

on using older recreational athletes as models for young

players, equipped with new lighting and art to energize the

people, to show everyone that you don’t have to stop

space. An abandoned airport in Berlin was transformed

playing sports just because you are not skilled enough or

into a massive sports facility with little change. In Sao

are too old to play professionally. Sports also need to be

Paolo, a highway is closed once a week for plastic pools

made more accessible and affordable for spectators.

or marathons. In New York, there are “Summer Streets,”

On a more localized level, while these suggestions were

where seven miles of NYC’s streets are open to the public
to play, bike, walk, or just enjoy public space. The river

made with specific cities in mind, they could be applicable

In the Dominican Republic, sex workers have their own

fronts in Paris were turned into a beach with watersports.

to plenty of others. For the city of Toronto, we suggest

basketball team, and events are connected to show

putting a wooden oven in Devon, as social food and sports

Dominicans it’s okay, to raise awareness, and to ease

go together, like throwing a frisbee outside as you cook.

transition. In Quito, which is a 42 kilometer-long city, 20

In New York City, we thought of maybe putting basketball

kilometers are closed to do sports and filled with fake

courts in the Wall Street area, to relieve stress from

grass. There is a soccer league and courts in every city

stockbroker week and to create a community within the

region. There are even salsa lessons in the streets. Sydney
has free sports facilities for youth, like free volleyball nets

NADJA
MOSCOW

finance district, and bring people together. We also suggest

HOW CAN CITIES IMPROVE?

on beaches. Wheelchair rugby has a massive competition

allocating funds into school sports education, where schools
could use little space to do freestyle soccer, yoga, parkour,

in Sydney, which has a huge positive social effect. In
Amsterdam, there is rooftop usage of parking lots for

“Moscow is perfect for so many kinds of
traditional and alternative sports. Here you
can choose almost any sport from childhood.
The big number of sport clubs and schools
causes high competition between them.
Thanks to that the average [quality] level of
the sport facilities in Moscow is high. The
numerous sport grounds in the city are very
well equipped and it helps athletes to have
additional training [opportunities] any time
they want.
Unfortunately there are also drawbacks and
obstacles – the polluted air and high prices
are what prevent some youth from doing
more sports.”

sports, plenty of women’s gyms, and the Johan Cruyff

11

ST

Foundation, which invests in community courts and has

and more. In Asian cities, we suggested finding ways to

INVEST IN ACCESSIBLE FACILITIES

include sports in daily life and in work activities.

AND EQUIPMENT

Sports bring people together both locally and globally.

its own sports college to foster athleticism in children and

They are languages unto themselves, and exist as powerful

young people of all cultures and backgrounds.
It is clear when looking at these amazing initiatives that

tools we can use towards creating healthy, supportive

12

ST

CREATE TEAMS THAT CROSS CLASS BARRIERS

making sports a priority is possible, and that our cities are
becoming even more aware of how crucial sports are to
people and communities. It’s now up to cities to bring urban
sports to their full potential.

13S T

EMPHASIZE RECREATIONAL TEAMS
FOR OLDER AGES
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How cities perform on the individual indicators that make up the
FOOD & NIGHTLIFE attribute.
P

restaurant, and nightclub options
in a city. Youth in our 2015

SEOUL

Urban Attitudes Survey gave this

DALLAS

Attribute an importance rating of

CHICAGO

7.49 out of 10 – placing it in the
bottom 5 least important factors

OBSERVATIONS

CHALLENGES

The top takeaways and things that
make us go "hmm"

According to our delegates, what are the
challenges youth face in food & nightlife?

There’s no shortage of options for foodies in Japan and the United States –

As young people, when we think about our favorite parts of living in cities,

cumulatively, cities in both countries lead the ranking with the most number

food and nightlife are two of the first things to pop into our minds. We know

of restaurants. But if you are really looking to tackle the challenge of eating

how lucky we are to have so much culture and entertainment right in our

your way through a city, Osaka is your Everest. It has almost twice as many

backyards. But as much as we love these aspects of our cities, we all know

restaurants per capita than Washington DC – a whopping 75 per person!

that the current reality leaves a lot to be desired.

•

But the US (and Canada) do lead the pack when it comes to the celebration

for youth in their cities.

of food – through local food festivals. The food festival trend emerges as a
largely regional phenomenon, with 9 of the top 15 in this indicator coming

•

from US/Canada. New York, San Francisco and LA get our stomachs
growling most, with the highest number of festivals in these three cities.

EUROPE

Nightlife:
•
•
•

Culture of intoxication
Lack of safety
Lack of options

Food:
•
•
•

Unprotected local food heritage
Cost and affordability
Lack of healthy options

ASIA/AUSTRALIA
USA/CANADA

HOW ALL 55 CITIES STACK UP

L AT I N A M E R I C A

The overall FOOD & NIGHTLIFE rankings
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We thought of many suggestions for how to get where
we want our cities to go. Some people suggested a
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system that allows people to have their recreational drugs
checked without fear of retribution, to allow for safe drug
consumption rather than leave users at an even higher
risk. We like the idea of a ‘home safe’ initiative, a sort
of members club where you can hire a driver to take you

There will be a type of nightlife for everyone, not just

home when you’re inebriated. We’d like governments

people who like to drink or party, and there will be a

to launch public health campaigns to support healthy

positive outlook on healthy nightlife options. The stigma

nightlife; non-alcoholic beverages should be affordable

against those who don’t imbibe or go to nightclubs will no

and available. On the environmental side of things, it was

longer exist, and all options will be considered legitimate,

suggested that we look into dance floors that produce

without bias. Many of us mentioned that there should be a

energy to power dance clubs. Some people brought up the

more sensible age limit to buy alcohol; not necessarily for

idea of apps that connect one’s mood to local events. We

spirits or hard liquors, but at least for beer and wine. Some

also want alternative nightlife options; perhaps shopping

of us envisioned future nightclubs in which technologies

centers with late hours and night markets.

were merged to enhance the experience.

In terms of food, people suggested planting fruit trees in

In terms of food, the idea of an “edible city” was brought

public spaces in order to make people more aware about

up a lot; we want to bring food production back to the

food production; creating community food centres and

urban space, and to let people be engaged with food. We

restaurant weeks; public or government partnerships that

want a respectful treatment of food and food resources. We

support healthy food initiatives in restaurants (labeling,

want local food procurement to be supported, for the sake

JAKUB
LOS ANGELES

of our economies, our health, and our communities. And
we hope for diverse and inclusive food choices in all cities;
all people at all times will have access to safe, affordable,

“LA benefits from a unique
blend of Asian, Latin American
and European influences. The
megapolis has something to
offer for every taste.”

and culturally appropriate foods.

adjusting ingredients); encouraging food sharing projects
to reduce food waste. We think youth need to have
access to educational programs that increase our food

HOW CAN CITIES IMPROVE?

knowledge and skills. We want local food procurement
to be a minimum of 30% in all restaurants. If we observe
food from a regional standpoint, using our YouthfulCities

11

ST

PRIORITIZE SAFETY IN NIGHTLIFE

Index, we can see that North America is rated the highest,
while countries in Asia, South America, and Africa are at a
bottom. We also noted that a lot of “eateries” are ignored

12S T

when only considering restaurants for Asian, African,

INCENTIVIZE RESTAURANTS TO USE

or Latin American countries; these are informal food

LOCAL AND HEALTHY FOODS

halls and street vendors, and “hole in the wall” places.
Furthermore, it’s worth pointing out that data collection
favoured countries that revolve around alcohol. We suggest

13S T

urban gardening initiatives, and street food/vendors/night

CREATE MORE NIGHTLIFE OPTIONS

markets grocery stores and markets, to increase the social
validity and legitimacy of these places. Food is a crucial
part of our lives, and a massive benefit to living in cities; it
needs to be treated as such.
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Plane Cost
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Plane Time
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extent to which youth in a city can

Hostel Stay

OBSERVATIONS

CHALLENGES

gave this Attribute an importance

The top takeaways and things that
make us go "hmm"

According to our delegates, what are the
challenges youth face in travel?

rating of 8.64 out of 10 – placing it

Large cities need to be connected. It’s the nature of urban areas. This means

Look, we love our own cities; but that doesn’t mean that we don’t want

in the top 5 most important factors

it’s no surprise that the top 30 cities in our index performed very similarly on

to travel to other ones, see new places, and accumulate new cultural

the Travel Attribute. Among the top 30 cities, there's only a spread of about

experiences. One of the greatest advantages to this increasingly global age

10 points. Connectivity is key.

is that geographical barriers are no longer the determinants to our exposure

The cost of a hostel stay emerges as one of the indicators that is most

to the world, and that travel is becoming increasingly safe and accessible.

for youth in their cities.
* Youth in each city in the Index determined a “gateway city” that we used for calculating most of the
indicators in this Attribute. The gateway cities selected
all have a population of at least 1 million and are
within domestic borders and relatively close to the
given city for which it is a gateway.

EUROPE

BEIRUIT & DUBAI

The Travel Attribute looks at the

our 2015 Urban Attitudes Survey

2 NSDT

Getaway City Bus Time

Getaway City
Plane Frequency

efficiently and affordably. Youth in

DALLAS

NEW YORK CITY

Getaway City Bus
Frequency

get away to other cities nearby, both
Who ranked first last year?

DAR ES SALAAM

However, even though things are changing and improving at a fast pace,

predictive of a city's overall success on this Attribute – the cheaper it

there are still some major challenges in our cities that stand in our way:

is to stay at a hostel (based on local minimum wage), the better a city

•
•

performs overall.

ASIA/AUSTRALIA

•

USA/CANADA

Cultural barriers (social pressure of commitments, language and
intolerance or customs)
intra- and inter-city infrastructure (legal or visa issues and transit
provision or reliability)

HOW ALL 55 CITIES STACK UP
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When we thought of how to create this future, there were
an incredible number of ideas. Some of us suggested
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travel credits; no interest loans from companies to be able
to experience the world while we still can. We talked
about the potential for non-monetary payments, things like
international internship programs or co-ops, and travel
loans or finances. We want supportive structures and

where young people who travel will be celebrated and be

sharing economy ventures, and we think there should be

able to move freely and safely wherever they want. In this

discounts for young people for legal intra-city travel.

future vision, young people will be excited to travel at all

We’d like free translation services provided by cities, like

times, both on transit within the city and between cities. The

free language apps, to make international experiences as

cost of travel will not be a barrier to young people wanting

accessible as possible. We think there should be integrated

to leave the city. In our vision, some form of travel will be

fare cards across regions, like the transit system in Korea,

incorporated into many education and training programs.

so that travel isn’t prohibited by logistics. We think

When we think of the key aspects of travel, we think of

there should be regulatory incentives for institutions and

culture, language, visas, infrastructure, planning, and

organizations that offer travel as training and professional

tolerance, and we envisioned a future for all of these facets:

•

development experience.

Culture- institutions (workplaces or educational
establishments) will value and make space for young
people to travel

•

Language- young people will be able to overcome

AARON
BOSTON

language barriers

•

Visas- World without borders

•

Infrastructure- transit will be available frequently and

“As Boston serves as a historical hub
for US History, the city has realized
its importance for tourism. Boston has
tried to make the city as accessible to
visitors in order to best accommodate
those who wish to learn about and visit
the city of Boston!”

Planning- young people will be able to travel
spontaneously without the lengthy booking and
paperwork processes

•

though; one of the greatest benefits of the digital age is
being able to share knowledge and experience, and to

in a reliable fashion

•

Travel isn’t just an adventure we go on by ourselves,

Tolerance- people will not be denied the ability or
right to go somewhere based on their identity

In our vision, travel will not only be a big intercity affair;
young people will feel that there is space for travel within

learn from each other. If it were easy for young people

HOW CAN CITIES IMPROVE?

to give each other advice on travel planning, transit, and
other aspects, we could really see a world where travel

11

ST

IMPLEMENT PROGRAMS TO MAKE TRAVEL

was an accessible and integral part of young lives.We

MORE AFFORDABLE FOR YOUTH

experience of visas and infrastructure platforms that allow
for knowledge and sharing. In short, we want our cities to
lead the campaign for a world without borders.

12S T

CREATE FREE TRANSLATION SERVICES

13S T

PROMOTE WAYS OF SHARING TRAVEL ADVICE

their own cities. So often, we don’t think about all the things
available to us in the cities we take for granted; being able
to explore and experience our own cities is crucial as well.

90

talked about travel TED talks, and blogs on the human

91
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How cities perform on the individual indicators that make up the
PUBLIC SPACE attribute.
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QUICK FACT
Moscow has an astounding
15,270 municipal sports
facilities that young people
can use to stay fit, stay
competitive, and have fun.

2 NSDT
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1
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1

Total Green Space/
Public SpaceP

SANTIAGO

WARSAW

BOGOTA

Number of Municipally
Maintained Sports
facilities/fields

MOSCOW

SHANGHAI

PARIS

Number of Public
Libraries

MOSCOW

MEXICO CITY

LONDON

The Public Space Attribute examines
SHANGHAI

TH
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the degree to which cities provide
for recreation, sports, and leisure

Who ranked first last year?
11S ST T
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TORONTO
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OBSERVATIONS

CHALLENGES

this Attribute an importance rating

The top takeaways and things that
make us go "hmm"

According to our delegates, what are the
challenges youth face in public space?

of 8.33 out of 10 – placing it in the

Countries under tighter state control (Russia, China) seem to prioritize

For a long time, the issue of public space has been one of the greatest

middle of the factors youth consider

physical activity and in turn provide significantly more public facilities for

issues cities face; it comes as no surprise, then, that it’s a top concern for

their populations within their cities.

young people living in cities. However, public space is not this massive

2015 Urban Attitudes Survey gave

DALLAS

2 NSDT
1

activities in a city. Youth in our

important in their cities.

nebulous issue we can’t begin to address. In fact, we argue that there are
three main challenges cities face in regards to public space:

•
•
•

Accessibility
Quality (preserving, maintaining, developing and devaluing)
Ownership and Connection

While these are big issues that can cover a fair number of smaller problems,

EUROPE

they are simple ideas, and they need to be prioritized.

ASIA/AUSTRALIA
USA/CANADA

HOW ALL 55 CITIES STACK UP
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The overall PUBLIC SPACE rankings
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We think our neighborhoods need to start implementing
increased community watch programs and “slow down;
kids at play” initiatives, and we need to introduce slow
traffic zones, so that being outside in our neighborhoods
is a safe and enriching part of our lives, not a risk. We

is also broad, covering plenty of ideas and possibilities.

think that a primary focus should be on implementing

However, when we began to delve into them, we realized

broad networks of bike lanes. We also want to integrate

that we all shared a lot of core dreams and ideas for future

wayfinding and signage so that people know what’s

cities. We envisioned car free zones, which will be good

happening on the streets and how to effectively get from

for the environment and will promote a more community

one point to the next. Some of us suggested looking into

based living. This can facilitate a more active way to

solar-powered paint on roads or sidewalks, to illuminate

engage with the spaces of our everyday lives, and bring

poorly lit areas in our neighbourhoods. We think that

us back to a time where we interacted with neighbours,

communities should be consulted when decisions are made

where children could play and explore safely, and where

regarding public space; there could be city-wide youth

we could spend time peacefully and find some quiet within

councils for parks and public spaces, guide programming,

the big, loud world around us. We imagined spaces
that promote imagination, learning, playfulness, and
movement; more of these places for people of all ages and

solution to the classic dilemma of needing to give up nature

and participation in the design process from the bottom up.

to live in cities; we love our cities, and we want them to

We think parks are an integral part of our communities,

offer everything we know that they can.

backgrounds. We don’t believe play has to end when we
hit adulthood. We want spaces with wildlife and trees, a

and that they need to be treated as such by our

We envision a defined value of public spaces, a way of

governments. We think there are so many ways to create

overcoming the tension between the public and the private.

park or outdoor space activities: pop-up parks, Chinese

We want spaces that are accessible to people of all

exercises (like the kinds found in many parks in China),

group bicycle nights, movies in the park nights, or cultural
options in outdoor spaces (like festivals, theatres, or
libraries.) We also think there needs to be an increase

abilities and all ages; our communities need to be inclusive
centres with identifiable and unique attributes; they are not

IGNACIO
SANTIAGO

in funding. We suggested allocated funding for the

HOW CAN CITIES IMPROVE?

of everyone. We imagine public spaces as convening

development and creation of public spaces, given directly
to communities with no participatory development, or

just empty areas, but staples of our neighborhoods and of
our social lives. Public spaces will be safe, well lit, clean
spaces; they will be frequent, and will have an integrated

creating a fund for residents to apply for, which would

11

ST

REPURPOSE UNUSED SPACES

serve to organize events or improve and enhance public
spaces. We also brought up the possibility of integrating

network that promotes cycling and pedestrians; no one

“Santiago is pretty a city with different
types of public spaces, and we're
working to build democratic public
spaces for all zones of the city. We
have one of the biggest cities park
in the city! And our Mediterranean
weather help us to give different uses
the entire year!”

small retail spaces in parks; there could be quotas on

will have to fear them or feel that they are not safe and
welcome. We think everyone in our cities is entitled to an
accessible waterfront, if there is a waterfront in our cities.

private development, and regulations to ensure that they

12S T

fund and contribute to the maintenance of public space.

CREATE MULTI-USE SPACES

We think our cities should take steps towards diverse

We want residents to make decisions to create community

or mixed ownership of public spaces (private, public,

driven spaces. While there is unfortunately some truth to

community owned).

the stereotype that living in cities means always being
destination-driven and not interacting with the community
around you, we don’t believe that cities have to be this

13S T

Finally, public space needs to be accessible. To make

MAKE PUBLIC SPACES ACCESSIBLE

this a reality, we suggest implementing a policy of
transport in partnership with public space to make it

way, and in our vision, they will not be.

more accessible, along with the decentralization of public
spaces, and laws that promote the public spaces in every
neighborhood. One of the central tenants of our vision
was that public spaces were accessible to everybody and
could be shared by everybody; that is the key to a unified,
enriching community.
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BY THE NUMBERS
EUROPE

The world’s 55 most youthful cities
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The YouthfulCities Index is the first of its kind to measure cities
from a youth perspective. It includes a total of 101 indicators
organized across 20 attribute categories, grouped into three
themes: Live, Work and Play. Data is collected for each indicator
in all categories across 55 cities. Take a look at the results!
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BUILDING THE
YOUTHFULCITIES INDEX
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55

*Each city is scored out of a possible 1630 points.
We've included each city's total score.
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BRINGING THE INDEX TO LIFE

B E T T E R C I T I E S B U I LT B Y Y O U T H

Our Index doesn’t come together overnight.
Curious about what goes on behind the rankings? Read on!

That’s the foundation behind YouthfulCities. And we make sure we live up to
this ideal through everything we do, including our research.

PRINCIPLES

THE YOUTHFULCITIES
GUIDING RESEARCH
PRINCIPLES:
How do cities rank from a youth perspective?

urban Attributes we identified key indicators

That’s the simple question we posed in 2013

that provide quantifiable measurements of how

when we started

a city actually performs. For example, within

Puts first the needs and desires
of youth in cities.
Seeks to reduce subjectivity in
the creation of categories and
indicators as much as possible.

the Live theme, one category is Transit. Within
YouthfulCities. So we set out to design the tools

the Transit category, indicators include cost of

to quantitatively answer that question.

transit, breadth of transit, hours of operation,
bicycle share programs and walkability, to

To define what urban Attributes matter to youth

name a few. In total we have developed more

we designed a massive survey of youth living

than 100 indicators across our 20 urban

in cities: the Urban Attitudes Survey. Over two

Attributes. With the help of our global youth

years, we have surveyed more than 10,000

network, we collect the data for each indicator,

youth around the world. The Survey identified

in each category, across each theme, in each

20 urban Attributes that fit nicely into three key

of the 50+ cities in our index.

Is relevant to as many youth
as possible. We recognize that
there are vast differences in
education and income among
youth around the world.

themes – Live, Work, and Play (see page 13
for more details). Youth rated all Attributes on

Six months of effort by hundreds of youth in

a 10 point scale, telling us which ones were

some of the worlds biggest cities lead to over

most important to them. They also told us how

5000 points of data – all dated, sourced

they perceived their city’s performance on those

and then scientifically calculated to build the

same Attributes.

YouthfulCities Index and answer our founding

Is as accurate as possible,
given the known challenges
of collecting comparable data
within municipalities in a
specific age range.

question: how do cities rank from a youth
Once we had a clear set of Attributes with

perspective?

Involves youth in ever y step of
the process: from creation, to
data collection, to interpretation
and reporting.

which to measure the youthfulness of cities,
we moved to designing and building the

For a more detailed explanation of our

YouthfulCities Index. Within each of our 20

methodology, please see page 100.

Is global and seeks to reduce
regional biases.
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OUR INDEX METHODOLOGY
The YouthfulCities Index is the result of an inclusive six-month
process, engaging hundreds of youth researchers around the world.

Normalizing the YouthfulCities Global Index data

Ranking the YouthfulCities Global Index data

Once data is checked it needs to be normalized in order to accurately

Once all data is normalized, the 55 cities in the YouthfulCities Global

compare each city:

Index are ranked using a scoring system that takes the normalized data

•

Where necessary, data is converted to metric units

•

All cost-based data is normalized to US dollars, measured against the

from each of the 101 indicators and translates every data point into
weighted scores via the following:
•

average value of the local currency, January 1 to December 31, 2013
•

For each indicator we have decided if a high number or a low
number is the most desirable for youth. For example:

Since we’re motivated by a desire to measure cities from the

•

In the number of entrepreneurship incubators indicator, a
higher number of entrepreneurship incubators wins; versus,

•

In the youth unemployment indicator, a lower youth
unemployment rate wins.

perspective of youth, and since reliable average youth income data
does not exist in the majority of the cities in our Index, we measure
Data for the second annual YouthfulCities Global Index
was collected between September 2014 and April 2015
and largely reflects information current for 2013-2014.

Our methodology is made up of two key steps:
1.

Determining what to measure in cities. We use our
Urban Attitudes Survey: A quantitative survey of

In November 2013 we launched the first YouthfulCities

9,000 youth living in cities around the world, asking

Global Index. Using primary and secondary data

what is important to youth about their cities. This led

sources, it ranked 25 cities across 80 indicators for a

us to establish 20 Urban Attributes for measurement

total of 2,000 data points. Since then, we’ve nearly

across all 55 cities.

tripled our research database and more than doubled our
list of cities. The result is that the second Index paints an

2.

even more robust, informed and reliable picture of how

•

Raw scores are then linearly scaled into points from 0 to 100 where the

If minimum wage in a city is $10 and the cost of a movie ticket is

best score becomes 100 points and the worst score becomes 0 points:

$12, the cost of a movie ticket, tied to minimum wage, equals 1.2.

•

For high number indicators the highest number gains 100
points for that city.

•

For low number indicators the lowest number gains 100
points for that city.

Comparing data from different years
Wherever possible, data was gathered from the same calendar. Given
the different intervals of census deliveries and alternate data source

•

Each city’s points are then translated into weighted scores based

availability, for some indicators, we needed to compare data from

of cities: YouthfulCities Index: A massive global

on the importance rankings determined for each urban Attribute.

different years. As a rule we only go back as far as five years.

Importance rankings come from the 2014 Urban Attitudes Survey,

55 cities in our Index across 20 Urban Attributes

the world.

dollars in each city. For example:

Collecting data to measure important Attributes
database that measures, compares, and ranks the

each city stacks up against the priorities of youth around

all cost indicators relative to one hour of minimum wage labour in US

which measured the average importance of the Attributes for youth.

Scale and boundary issues

Values listed are out of 10.

using a total of 101 indicators. The indicators

For a very small number of indicators, city level data was unavailable. In

One of our greatest challenges was developing a

consist of primary and secondary data that Urban

these cases we collected data from province/state or national sources.

research methodology that provides results that are

Decoders – our globally dispersed team of young

To normalize the data collected from this larger sample we took the total

comparable across all cities.

urban researchers – collect locally and submit using

The overall index scores result from summing the average of the indicator

population of a given city as a percentage of the total population of the

collaborative, cloud-based research workbooks.

scores across each Urban Attribute. For example, the Transit Attribute is

broader area, and then multiplied the data collected from the broader

made up of 10 indicators. Each city gets a score for each indicator in the

IMPORTANT NOTE: The Survey data is not used as Index data. It is only used
to build a more inclusive and credible weighting system for the Index, ie.
Safety is more important to youth than Fashion so the Index scores reflect this
through weighting of scores based on the Survey results.

area against the percentage that the city represented.

Transit Attribute. The average of these 10 indicator scores makes up the

Checking the primary and secondary

When data was not available for youth aged 15 to 29 we used a

YouthfulCities Global Index data

weighting system to allow us to use data from differently defined groups.

Once work is collected and submitted, all data goes

T H E D ATA B A S E F O R O U R
S E C O N D I N D E X C O N TA I N S

through a rigorous internal review and check. Every
data point is submitted along with a reliable source. The
internal YouthfulCities team, along with external academic

55 CITIES
W I T H D ATA O N
1 0 1 I N D I C AT O R S
-

advisors, goes over the data points and sources, flags
anything that does not hold up to scrutiny, and, if
necessary, uses our source database to replace the data
point. All data checking is done collaboratively and can
be tracked by all team members.

ACROSS 20
U R B A N AT T R I B U T E S ,

Cities’ overall scores and rankings

Attribute score. All 20 Attribute scores are summed in order to determine

Cohort issues

a city’s overall score and rank.
Inputed data

For example, if population data was not available for youth aged 15 to

While reliable, robust and defensible data is available for the

29 but was available for 15 to 24 years and 25 to 34 years, we used the

overwhelming majority of our indicators across all 55 cities, in an extreme

15 to 24 years' data, and half of the total data from 25 to 34 years.

minority of cases (<2%) reliable data simply does not exist. Where data
does not exist we take a regional average in order to assign a score.

Hierarchy of data credibility

Obtaining reliable and comparable data for the 55 cities is the most

Primary and secondary data was collected from a number of sources.

difficult part of the YouthfulCities Global Index process. We want to be as

YouthfulCities collected primary data by talking to key sources in person,

representative as possible in the data that we employ. If you feel you have

by email, and by telephone. Secondary data collection was done largely

a better way of measuring cities from a youth perspective, we want to

through online research. Our sources include census reports, municipal

hear from you!

offices and websites, non-governmental organizations, academic sources
(e.g. journal articles, development indexes and reports) and other online

-

sources (e.g. crowdsourcing sites like expatistan.com).

T O TA L L I N G 5 , 5 5 5
P O I N T S O F D ATA .

Special Thanks To
The collaborative, crowd-sourced international cost

For a small percentage of indicators (8%) local-level data is not
available. In these cases we use national-level data in order to begin
to understand the local realities through a broader, national lens. For

EXPATISTAN

example, in the case of suicides, we use national, age standardized
suicide rates since we think that facilitating a conversation through

WWW.EXPATISTAN.COM

the use of national data is better than overlooking the reality
regarding city-level suicide where it's not well reported.
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of living index - We’d like to thank Expatistan for
providing us full and open access to cost of
living data in all our cities.

DEFINING CITY BOUNDARIES
Before data was collected, Urban Decoders in each of the 55 cities set out the
municipal boundaries for their city. These local representatives defined the
municipal boundaries in a way that was relevant for youth and data collection.

City

Area (km²) Definition Used

Accra

173

City of Accra

Manila

Amsterdam

164

City of Amsterdam

Mexico City

1495

Federal District

City of Bangkok

Miami

4916

Miami-Dade County

Bangkok

1568

638

Metropolitan Manilla

Beirut

100

Urban Area of Beirut

Montreal

1545

Urban Area of Montreal

Berlin

892

City of Berlin

Moscow

2511

City of Moscow

Bogota

528

City of Bogotá

Mumbai

458

City of Mumbai; Capital of Maharashtra state

Boston

125

City of Boston; Massachusetts State Capital

Nairobi

696

City of Nairobi

Buenos Aires

203

City of Buenos Aires; Argentine Capital City

New York City

786

Cairo

528

City of Cairo
223

Designated City of Osaka

817

The Metropolitan District of Caracas; The five municipalities of
Libertador, Chacao, Sucre and El Hatillo

Osaka

Caracas

Paris

762

The urban area of Paris and Petit Couronne
(departments 75, 92, 93, 94)

Quito

372

San Francisco de Quito

Casablanca

387

City of Casablanca

Chicago

606

City of Chicago

Dallas

999

City of Dallas

The five boroughs of Brooklyn, Queens, Manhattan,
Staten Island and the Bronx

Rio De Janeiro

1200

Municipality of Rio de Janeiro

Rome

1287

City of Rome; Roma Capitale

Dar Es Salaam

1393

City of Dar es Salaam

Delhi

1484

Urban Area of Delhi

Oakland

Detroit

138

City of Detroit

Dubai

4114

Durban

San Francisco-

265

Combined cities of San Francisco and Oakland

Santiago

614

City of Santiago

City of Dubai

Sao Paulo

1522

2292

Metropolitan Area of Durban

Seoul

Hong Kong

1104

Hong Kong Special Administrative Region

Shanghai

3800

Istanbul

5196

City-Province of Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality (MMI)

Singapore

718

Jakarta

664

Special Capital Region of Jakarta

Sydney

12367

Metropolitan Sydney

605

Municipality of Sao Paulo
Special City of Seoul
Urban Area of Shanghai
Republic of Singapore

Johannesburg

1645

Metropolitan Johannesburg

Tehran

730

Urban Area of Tehran

Karachi

3527

City of Karachi

Tel Aviv

170

Core Tel Aviv + Inner Metropolitan Ring

Lagos

738

City of Lagos

Tokyo

Lima

2819

City of Lima

Toronto

630

City of Toronto; The old municipality of Metropolitan Toronto

London

1572

Greater London

Vancouver

114

City of Vancouver

Los Angeles

1302

City of Los Angeles

Warsaw

517

Miasto stołeczne Warszawa; Capital City of Warsaw

City of Madrid

Washington

177

District of Columbia

Madrid

605

102

2187

Tokyo Metropolis
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H O W Y O U C A N G E T I N V O LV E D
YOUTHFULCITIES IS LEADING
A U N I Q U E U R B A N R E G E N E R AT I O N .
E V E RY O N E C A N J O I N U S .
YOUTH

M U N I C I PA L I T I E S

Are you 15-29? Connected, engaged, curious,

Are you a civic leader? A policy maker or

and inventive? Do you want to be the driving

municipal strategist? Do you want to drive your

force behind a youth-led regeneration in your

city’s competitive edge, stimulate development,

city? Do you want to join our dynamic global

and find new solutions for the most pressing

network of 10,000 peers in 50+ cities around

urban problems? Do you want to build a more

the world?

connected, dynamic, open, fun, curious, and
inventive city?

Join in the conversation, globally or in your
city — everyone is welcome! The YouthfulCities

Youth are a city’s greatest assets, and also

Index is a tool for you to make informed social

the biggest challenge. We facilitate the

impact in your city based on global empirical

conversation.

research in areas that matter to you.
YouthfulCities provides a platform and method
We invite you to use the data from the Index to

to open this dialogue in a meaningful,

support your passions and ambitions. Let’s face

innovative, and mutually beneficial way. We

it, there is power in numbers and statistics, and

are looking to partner with municipalities

we now have lots of them. Find out how your

around the world to develop and share

Are you a business leader in search of great

city is doing from a youth perspective and how

knowledge that is key to building better cities

largest reservoir of urban youth-centric data

insights into the world’s largest and most

it compares globally.

with youth.

to better understand the priorities of this key

dynamic demographic? Do you want to learn

demographic

How to get involved:

BUSINESSES

•

how your business and brand actually live in
How to get involved:

How to get involved:

•

•

Fill out and promote the Urban Attitudes
Survey (available in 22 languages)

Promote the Urban Attitudes Survey and

groundbreaking new ideas and inventive

gain access to the results

solutions that help drive your brand and
business forward? Do you want to work with

•

Request city-specific data

•

Add your city to the YouthfulCities Index

•

Become an Urban Decoder

•

Learn from your global peers,

•

what’s working and what’s not

Volunteer with your local
YouthfulCities team

•

Sponsor a Pop-Up Think Tank for local
recommendations on what can make your
city more youthful

•

Create customized research on what is

•

the lives of users? Do you want to generate

brand and your product
•

Get a unique global perspective on what
matters to youth in 55 of the world’s most

a global team of researchers, strategists, and

populated cities

social innovators?
•

Develop Indicators that capture key insights
into your business and your brand

Take a step beyond Corporate Social
Responsibility and venture into a mutually
beneficial relationship with a globally
expanding and reputable organization.

•

Engage your employees

•

Learn key insights into how your company
can retain and engage youth talent and
maximize their full potential

Develop a Youth Engagement Strategy
specific to your city

Hire a customized Urban Decoder Unit
to dig into what youth really think of your

most important to your local realities
•

Request customized access the world’s

•

OUR CLIENTS

Sponsor a Category for our YouthfulCities
Index that is vital to your business

•

Set up a municipal Youth Advisory Board

•

Host a workshop for municipal employees

engagement, market expansion,

which presents the importance of youth

innovation, cause marketing applications

104

•

105

Identify key opportunities for youth

YOUTHFULCITIES
YouthfulCities is leading a unique urban regeneration.
We are building a global network of 15 - to 29-year-olds who dive
deep into youth-driven urban knowledge to create far-reaching inventive
solutions from youth outward. And, we are illuminating youthful stories
around the world. This leads to the 100 biggest cities and their almost
one billion inhabitants becoming more connected, dynamic, open, fun,
curious, and inventive – In other words, more youthful cities.
It’s a bold direction for a social enterprise that’s only two years old.
But we’re not shy about it.

